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Abstract 
 
This thesis explores how Wilkie Collins’s portrayal of disabled female bodies disrupts the 
Victorian opposition between ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’ bodies, and, in doing so, offers an 
alternative to the prevailing contemporary ideal of femininity, as passive, pure, and spiritualized. 
In Hide and Seek (1861), The Moonstone (1868), and Poor Miss Finch (1872), I argue Collins 
reconfigures traditional readings of both disabled and able-bodied women. Drawing on theories 
in disability and gender studies, my thesis examines how prevalent understandings of the 
disabled body offer insight into how we think about the human body in general, and how in 
Collins’s novels the disabled body is used to question gendered norms placed upon all members 
of society.  
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Introduction 
 
This thesis explores how Wilkie Collins’s portrayal of disabled female bodies disrupts the 
Victorian opposition between ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’ bodies, and, in doing so, offers an 
alternative to the prevailing contemporary ideal of femininity as passive, pure, and spiritualized. 
In Hide and Seek (1861), The Moonstone (1868), and Poor Miss Finch (1872), Collins 
reconfigures traditional readings of both disabled and able-bodied women. Drawing on theories 
in disability and gender studies, my thesis examines how prevalent understandings of the 
disabled body offer insight into how we think about the human body in general, and how, in 
Collins’s novels, the disabled body is used to question gendered norms placed upon all members 
of society.  
Although disabled women in Victorian fiction function as a negative alternative to the 
feminine ideal of ‘Angels in the House’, I argue that disabled and able-bodied female characters 
share significant attributes that complicate this simple opposition. Perhaps most notably, able-
bodied women in Victorian literature – like their disabled counterparts – are portrayed as 
‘passionless’. I suggest, by positively challenging this attribute in his representation of disabled 
characters, Collins revises more broadly what Mark Mossman characterizes as the “originally 
oppressive frameworks of bodily meaning” (486) ascribed to all women during the era. 
Ultimately, I argue that Collins offers an alternative to the Victorian ideal of femininity by 
deliberately choosing to represent disabled women not as passionless angels, but rather as 
women who assert their passions. 
My analysis of Collins’s representation of disabled womanhood fits into the theoretical 
framework of disability studies, a relatively recent field of inquiry that “seeks to group research 
that focuses upon the historical, political, social and professional meanings ascribed to disability 
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and disabled populations” (Mitchell and Snyder, The Body 24). Disability studies emerged in the 
early 1980s with the purpose of shifting the analysis of the concept of disability from its primary 
focus in the applied fields of medicine, science, social work, and rehabilitation, to a range of 
different perspectives in the humanities (Garland-Thomson, “Integrating” 1). Until quite 
recently, the subject of disability had been characterized by the medical model, which viewed 
disability as an individual deficit to be treated and cured. The main intention of disability studies 
is to extend the study of disability beyond the traditional empirical-scientific point of view by 
making the medical model a primary subject of critique. The social model of disability makes the 
vital distinction between “disability (social exclusion) and impairment (physical limitation)” 
(Shakespeare 215) and defines disability as a disadvantaged position which is caused by socio-
economic and medical factors. The social model remains the key critical concept used by 
scholars to analyze disability today.  
Foundational texts in the disability studies canon illustrate early articulations of the social 
model. The critical field of disability studies that scholars now identify with in the humanities 
developed during the mid-1990s with the publication of two key influential texts written by 
leading disability studies theorists, Lennard Davis and Rosemarie Garland-Thomson. Davis’s 
early association with disability studies started with the 1995 publication of his book Enforcing 
Normalcy: Disability, Deafness, and the Body. Davis states that the common objective of a 
humanities-based approach to studying disability is to challenge the medical model by proving 
that disability is not “simply a biological fact,” but rather a “social process” that is part of “an 
ideology of thinking about the body under certain historical circumstances” (2-3). Like Davis, 
Rosemarie Garland-Thomson articulates and embraces the social model of disability in her 
noteworthy text, Extraordinary Bodies: Figuring Physical Disability in American Culture and 
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Literature (1997). Garland-Thomson argues that the purpose of disability studies is “to alter the 
terms and expand our understanding of the cultural construction of bodies and identity by 
reframing ‘disability’ as another culture-bound, physically justified difference to consider along 
with race, gender, class, ethnicity, and sexuality” (Extraordinary, 5). Davis and Garland-
Thomson, in their early explorations of the social construction of the opposition between 
normal/abnormal and ability/disability, helped shape the direction in which the field of disability 
studies would continue to evolve. 
In its employment of the social constructivist approach to studying bodily diversity, 
disability studies fits under the wide umbrella of body studies. Margaret DeMello in her 
comprehensive and authoritative text Body Studies: An Introduction defines body studies as the 
analysis of “bodily features: and the meaning that they have in the context of history, society and 
culture” (5). DeMello writes that the disabled body is a main focus of body studies because 
disability is a socially constructed identity dependent on society’s response to physical and 
cognitive impairment. Subscribing to the social model, body studies examines the meanings 
attributed to disabled bodies in culture and the role society plays in stigmatizing the disabled. 
The Body practises the methodology of critical disability studies, which analyzes how various 
identity systems, such as race, gender, and sexual orientation, intersect with disability. 
DeMello’s discussion about how disabled men and women “challenge normative ideals about 
gender” (30) showcases the wide range of scholarship that elaborates disability as a social 
construction, and often uses gender as a touchstone to mount such an argument (Garland-
Thomson, “Feminist” 1575).  
One of the primary focuses of disability studies is the intersection between disability and 
gender. Rosemarie Garland-Thomson examines how the experiences of having a disability and 
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being a woman are similar in their social construction. Her ground-breaking essay “Integrating 
Disability, Transforming Feminist Theory” (2002) established the subfield of feminist disability 
studies by articulating the subject’s aims and agenda for future work in scholarship. Garland-
Thomson argues that integrating disability into feminist theory clarifies how systems of identity 
operate together “to support an imaginary norm and structure the relations that grant power, 
privilege, and status to that norm. Indeed, the disabled figure is to act as a synecdoche for all 
forms that culture deems non-normative” (“Integrating Disability” 4). Feminist disability studies, 
Garland-Thomson claims, “draws on feminism’s confrontation with the gender system” to read 
“the body as a cultural text that is interpreted [and] inscribed with meaning” (Extraordinary 22). 
Analyzing how the disabled body is constructed and read on the page is a major topic of 
examination for contemporary literary critics.  
A disability-studies approach to analyzing the representation of impaired bodies in 
literature reveals the distinct role that disability plays in culture. David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. 
Snyder, in their highly influential Narrative Prosthesis: Disability and Dependencies of 
Discourse (2000), argue that “that disabled bodies and lives have historically served as the crutch 
upon which artistic discourses and cultural narratives have leaned to ensure the novelty of their 
subject matter” (13). Disability in literary works as well as in film, television, and photography is 
often used as a ‘narrative prosthesis’ that serves to support normalcy. One major example of 
narrative prosthesis is how plots tend to rely on disabled characters to introduce conflict and 
bring about resolution. Although narratives often use disabled characters as catalysts of “crisis” 
(15), those same narratives almost always find a way “to ‘contain’ such characters’ deviance” 
(Logan 11), as Hannah Logan argues in her recently published monograph, Sensational 
Deviance: Disability in Nineteenth Century Sensation Fiction (2019). Logan further claims that a 
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“character’s disability may be ‘fixed’ through treatment or the disabled character may be 
punished, even killed, for their non-conformity” (11). In their analysis of literary representations 
of disability, Mitchell, Snyder, and Logan demonstrate the humanities component of disability 
studies, which allows students and scholars the opportunity “to return to a history of 
representations to reassess” (Mitchell and Snyder, Narrative 9) social responses to disability. 
One prominent area of scholarship that examines literature’s capacity for capturing 
cultural responses to disability is Victorian literary studies. In “Victorian Disability,” Christopher 
Keep and Jennifer Esmail claim that scholarship that embraces a disability-studies approach to 
analyzing Victorian literature “has sought to trace the historical roots of our contemporary 
conceptions of ability in the debates carried on with such urgency in Victorian Britain” (47). 
Early in the development of disability studies, literary critics noted the frequency of disabled 
characters in Victorian fiction. With the publication of Fictions of Affliction (2004), Martha 
Stoddard Holmes emerged as the leading scholar of disability in British nineteenth-century 
literature. She argues that novels were “a major vehicle for the transfer of cultural values about 
disability from the nineteenth century forward” (Fictions 32). Stoddard Holmes’s exploration of 
how disability was viewed in Victorian culture extends to an examination of the representation of 
disabled womanhood in canonical texts. Focusing on the recurrent literary figure of the disabled 
woman of marriageable age, Fictions analyzes why early writers during the Victorian era “use 
emotional excess to mark disabled women as unfit for marriage” and how later authors like 
Wilkie Collins shuffle the marriage plot’s “emotional and structural dynamics to give disabled 
women the traditional heroine’s ending, minus the biological children” (35). Stoddard Holmes 
highlights how, by examining and questioning the cultural work that produced the seemingly 
concrete opposition between disability and ability, Victorian studies can enrich disability studies 
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(Keep and Esmail 48). In this way, Victorian literary scholars have embraced the social 
constructivist approach to studying disability.  
My thesis also adopts the disabilities-studies method of analyzing disability as a social 
construction. Feminist scholar Susan Wendell argues that disability as a socially constructed 
concept functions as an important element in defining “standards of normality and exclud[ing] 
those who do not meet them from full participation in their societies” (58). The three novels that 
frame my research portray disability in ways that challenge the norms evident in Victorian 
literature at mid-century insofar as Wilkie Collins’s disabled female characters are not 
represented as asexual beings unfit for conventional heterosexual relationships. Building on 
Stoddard Holmes’s argument that in Victorian literature disability “removes or diverts a young 
woman from entering the normative sexual economy” (“Bolder” 61), I examine counter 
examples in which Collins rejects assumptions about the asexual disabled body by allowing his 
‘afflicted’ female protagonists to express their own passions. First, my thesis explores the 
historical and cultural context of the Victorian era that created and shaped popular beliefs about 
the appropriate place of disabled women in the realms of courtship, marriage, and motherhood. 
Second, it demonstrates how Collins discarded these popular beliefs and dramatically replotted 
disabled women’s sexual and reproductive place in three of his novels, permitting them to 
transgress not only the barrier of marriage but also that of parenthood.  
 By embracing the social model of disability, I adopt disability studies’ skepticism of the 
traditionally medicalized discourse about disability. Victorian medical-scientific writings were 
extremely concerned with the disabled body. Discussions of disability in medical journals 
overwhelmingly focus on establishing what disability scholars Romel W. Mackelprang and 
Richard O. Salsgiver claim was the “standard to strive for, providing justification for systematic 
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efforts to fix those considered abnormal” (6). Collins wrote his novels in a climate of scientific 
uncertainty about disability and its transmission. Fears about how impairment was passed on 
from person to person influenced debates about degeneracy and its impact on future generations. 
My thesis examines how medical discourse and degeneration theories influenced the opposition 
between able and disabled bodies portrayed in Victorian literature and created perceptions of the 
disabled body as ‘problematic’ and ‘deviant’, particularly in the case of female subjects. I further 
build upon Stoddard Holmes’s claim that Victorian fears about degeneracy suggested the “utility 
of representing women with disabilities as prepubescent children or as models of womanly self-
discipline, especially in light of the power and dangerous primacy of the mother’s body in 
Victorian theories of impairment and its genesis” (“Bolder” 81). 
Drawing on insights from gender and body studies, my research considers how prevailing 
Victorian medical discourse helped to create and police contemporary gender norms. Victorian 
anxieties about the transmission of hereditary impairment might explain why disabled women in 
fiction are often portrayed as ‘desireless’, lest their desire result in reproduction. However, these 
anxieties do not explain why British nineteenth-century medical-scientific research also 
characterized able-bodied women as lacking physical desire. Nancy Cott’s theory of 
“passionlessness” (221), which describes the central tenent of Victorian sexual ideology that is 
defined by women’s inherent lack of sexual appetite, supports my examination of why all 
women’s sexuality was considered dangerous during the nineteenth century. The feminine ideal 
of the disembodied ‘Angel in the House’ demonstrates the importance of female purity in 
Victorian culture. In his novels, Collins offers an alternative to this ideal of femininity by giving 
his disabled female characters sexual subjectivity. While there has been much work done on 
comparing and contrasting depictions of disabled women with portrayals of non-disabled women 
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in Victorian fiction, my goal is to demonstrate how figures of disabled womanhood in literature 
engage in and enlarge cultural debates about “women in general” (Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 62) 
As I examine Victorian views about women’s sexuality, I agree with Helen Michie’s claim that 
female characters with disabilities can work as “safe haven[s] in which women’s desire can be 
expressed” (qtd. in Fictions 61). In allowing women with disabilities to openly express romantic 
feelings in his novels, Collins challenges the “passionless” status of all Victorian women.  
Collins uses melodrama to depict disabled women as ardent and ‘passionate’. My thesis 
analyzes how Collins employs the melodramatic mode, a form of representation characterized by 
displays of heightened emotions, to ensure that his characters are recognized as sexual female 
subjects. Ellen Rosenman argues that melodrama’s adherence to revealing hidden and complex 
psychological and emotional states allows for “unacceptable desires” (25) and feelings to be 
expressed. When Collins’s female characters with disabilities communicate their desires, they 
are expressing a type of female sexual subjectivity that no woman, disabled or non-disabled, was 
permitted to possess or display in Victorian England. Through melodramatic displays of sexual 
desire, the women with disabilities in Collins’s novels express what able-bodied women were 
expected to conceal, silence, and suppress, for fear that they themselves would be deemed 
‘abnormal’ or ‘deviant’, both according to polite society and the professional medical sphere.  
 The methodology of my research requires analysis of contemporary writing about 
disability and sexuality published in nineteenth-century medical journals alongside my 
examination of Collins’s novels. I use medical treatises, lectures, and physician’s reports for the 
purpose of examining the social construction of disability and women’s sexuality during the 
Victorian era. My chosen primary sources are used to complement Collins’s representation of 
specific forms of disability, including physical impairment, deafness, and blindness. Medical 
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texts from the nineteenth century contextualize Victorian anxieties about the ‘afflicted’ or 
‘degenerative’ body. Contemporary writings about women’s sexuality establish the similar ways 
Victorians conceptualized disabled and non-disabled women’s ‘desires’. Ultimately, detailed 
analysis of the historical context of Collins’s novels reveals how the author increasingly 
positions his narratives as central to Victorian discourses about disability and female sexuality.  
 A main disabilities-studies theory that structures my research is David T. Mitchell and 
Sharon Snyder’s ‘narrative prosthesis’. As previously mentioned, Mitchell and Snyder’s theory 
refers to the representation of disability as a form of deviation from average bodily function or, 
more significantly, acceptable social norms. Mitchell and Snyder argue that ‘narrative prosthesis’ 
is about the ways in which the ruse of prosthesis fails in its primary objective “to return the 
incomplete body to the invisible status of a normative essence” (Narrative 8). Disability in 
literary works can serve as an unsettling objective “by refusing its desired cultural return to the 
land of the normative” (8). The theory of narrative prosthesis can be applied to Collins’ novels 
because he never pathologizes or ‘corrects’ his representation of desiring disabled women by 
returning them to their ‘normal’ place outside the Victorian heterosexual economy. Although 
Collins in his novels may arouse fears about disabled women’s potential to transmit impairment, 
he eventually dismisses them as nonproblems. As Stoddard Holmes writes, while other writers 
stopped disabled female characters from marrying “by drawing them desireless or making their 
desires unreciprocated,” Collins stimulated anxieties about disabled women’s bodies “and left 
them playfully circulating” (“Bolder” 82). If Collins had chosen to avoid the transgressive 
potential of disabled women’s sexuality, he would have restored his disabled female characters 
to their cultural role as objects of pity because of their inability to occupy the part of a lover, 
wife, or mother, often played by conventional Victorian heroines. Instead, however, Collins 
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chooses to portray disabled women as desiring subjects, whose physical impairments do not 
mark them as incapable of having similar life trajectories to those of able-bodied women.  
 In the three novels I examine, I trace the arc of how Collins transforms his female 
characters with disabilities from objects of pathos into sexual and domestic subjects. I address 
each novel according to its date of publication in order to demonstrate how Collins progressively 
challenges the conventional representation of disabled women in Victorian fiction as 
‘passionless’ and pitiable because their physical impairments exclude them from courtship, 
marriage, or motherhood. In Hide and Seek, The Moonstone, and Poor Miss Finch, Collins 
rejects contemporary beliefs about all women’s lack of sexual passion by representing the 
expressed desires of women with disabilities in his fiction as the suppressed desires of both 
disabled and able-bodied women in real life. Hide and Seek portrays a deaf woman, Madonna 
Blythe, who, instead of vocalizing her love for a hearing man through speech, expresses her 
sexual subjectivity through art and gestures. Rosanna Spearman, a physically disabled character 
in The Moonstone, articulates her sexual desires and frustrations in the form of a posthumous 
letter, while the blind Lucilla Finch of Poor Miss Finch not only vocalizes her passions but acts 
on them, ultimately becoming a wife and a mother. Were able-bodied heroines to express their 
desires as overtly as Collins’s disabled female characters do, they would surely be considered 
‘fallen’. Collins may suggest in the same way that the bodies of his disabled female characters do 
not conform to nineteenth-century bodily norms, neither do their ways of expressing desires have 
to conform to Victorian gender norms.  
 In his novels, Collins never questions whether disabled woman have desires, but, instead, 
wonders how they are best able to communicate them. Nowhere is this more evident than in Hide 
and Seek where he features a deaf heroine who is unable to express her romantic feelings orally. 
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Chapter One of my thesis, “Deaf and Desiring: The Construction of the Deaf Female Body in 
Wilkie Collins’s Hide and Seek,” examines why the cultural construction of deafness was 
considered a barrier to courtship during the Victorian era. Leading disability-studies scholar 
Jennifer Esmail claims that Victorian fiction excludes deaf women from courtship plots “because 
of cultural constructions of a deaf woman’s communicative abilities” (78-79). I will analyze how 
Collins in Hide and Seek inserts himself into prevailing nineteenth-century debates about 
whether deaf people should speak or sign by contesting the argument that deaf women need to 
communicate orally in order to be considered attractive. Collins challenges the cultural 
assumption that deafness negatively affects courtship not only by depicting Madonna Blythe as 
physically attractive but also by representing her ability to communicate romantic feelings for a 
love interest through display of “stereotypical bodily signs of feminine desire” (Stoddard 
Holmes, “Bolder” 68). Even though Collins does not follow through on the promise of a deaf 
woman’s potential to marry a hearing man, possibly because of cultural fears about the 
hereditary transmission of impairment, he still manages to radically imagine “the possibility of a 
desiring and desirable woman with a disability” (Esmail 84) in Hide and Seek.  
 Chapter Two, “Invisible Yet Visible: Resisting the Marginalization of the Physically 
Disabled Female Body in The Moonstone,” analyzes how Collins further explores disabled 
women’s sexual subjectivity in one of his most popular novels, The Moonstone. I examine the 
novel’s conformity to the “twin structure,” a characteristic of many Victorian courtship plots 
which “pairs a disabled woman with a nondisabled one and gives them distinctly different 
physical, emotional, and marital futures” (Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 38). In The Moonstone, the 
physically disabled and poverty-stricken Rosanna Spearman is paired with the physically 
beautiful and wealthy Rachel Verinder, who is granted all the typical rewards of a Victorian 
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heroine, including marriage to the man Rosanna loves. After exploring how Rosanna’s disability 
is socially constructed and regulated by the normative gaze, I will agree with and enhance 
Stoddard Holmes’s argument that Rosanna is by far a more memorable character than her non-
disabled double, “precisely because she is such a compelling container for what cannot be 
expressed in the Victorian courtship plot” (“Bolder” 70). Unlike Hide and Seek, which uses a 
narrator to describe Madonna’s sexual desires for her lover, The Moonstone puts Roseanna in the 
position to express her own passions in the form of a letter that is soon discovered after she 
tragically drowns herself. As Collins in The Moonstone expands on his representation of 
‘desiring’ disabled women, he demonstrates through Roseanna how all Victorian women can 
transgress the silence required of them on matters of the heart.  
 In Collins’s last novel, Poor Miss Finch, he finally grants a blind woman what many 
disabled women in fiction have been denied: the right to become both a wife and mother. Indeed, 
Lucilla Finch possesses an assertive and immodestly expressed sexuality, which is something 
that is almost unheard of among disabled women but is exceptionally rare among nondisabled 
women. In Chapter three, “Blind and ‘Bold’: The Sexual Empowerment of the Visually Impaired 
Female Body in Poor Miss Finch,” I examine how Lucilla’s bold sexuality disrupts both the 
literary conventions of the asexual blind woman and the ‘nondesiring’ Victorian able-bodied 
heroine. Collins defies the Victorian assumption that blind women do not marry and challenges 
anxieties about the genetic transmission of impairment by depicting a blind heroine who both 
marries and has children with a fellow disabled body. The fact that Lucilla is portrayed as 
desirable but also as equally desiring makes her a truly radical character that offers a positive 
alternative to the Victorian ideal of ‘passionless’ femininity. 
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 My thesis ends by examining how Collins’s novels that feature female characters with 
disabilities as sexual beings continue to challenge the persistent stigma around disability and 
sexuality. Victorian notions about the asexuality of disabled bodies still inform modern society’s 
perception of women with disabilities. Popular culture continues to portray disabled women as 
void of sexual needs and desires. Women with bodily impairments remain noticeably absent 
from romantic narratives, and thus are still seen as ‘passionless’. I will conclude by arguing that 
Collins’s novels are examples of why it is necessary for modern authors to represent disabled 
women as attractive and desirous. Depicting disabled women as sexual citizens challenges the 
prejudicial belief that sexuality is a realm only occupied by the able bodied, which is a 
conception produced by the Victorians but upheld by our own society.  
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Chapter One 
 
Deaf and Desiring: The Construction of the Deaf Female Body in Hide and Seek 
Introduction 
Deaf female characters are generally absent from Victorian courtship plots. Yet Wilkie 
Collins’s Hide and Seek, published in 1854, subverts the literary tradition of depicting disabled 
women outside of the normative sexual economy through its portrayal of a desiring deaf woman. 
Like most disabled women in Victorian fiction, deaf women are almost always portrayed as 
undesirable and asexual. As Hannah Logan explains in Sensational Deviance: Disability in 
Nineteenth-Century Sensation Fiction, during the nineteenth century, when controversial debates 
took place over whether deaf people should speak or sign, oralists, supporters of speech-based 
communication, argued that deafness negated a woman’s beauty and that female attractiveness 
“could only be associated with speaking” (42). In Hide and Seek, however, Collins rejects the 
oralist claim that deafness renders a woman unattractive by portraying his deaf heroine, 
Madonna Blyth, as extraordinarily “beautiful” (Collins 49). In doing so, Collins challenges the 
cultural assumption that deafness creates barriers to courtship not only by depicting Madonna as 
physically admirable but also by representing her ability to communicate romantic feelings for a 
love interest.  
By portraying a deaf woman as a romantic heroine, Collins also refutes the sentimental 
perspective on disability that most Victorians held. Hide and Seek reveals Collins’s familiarity 
with traditional dramatic and literary representations of hearing impairment. In Victorian 
literature, deaf characters are repeatedly portrayed as suffering, and deaf women are often 
presented as particularly pitiable objects. While Hide and Seek may retain some elements of a 
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sentimental view of disability, it generally tends to avoid lamenting Madonna’s deaf-mutism. 
Esme Cleall describes the idealized image of a deaf woman in Victorian fiction as “frail, 
celibate, childless, dependent …, [and] suffering without complaint” (204). Collins’s deaf 
heroine rejects the role of the miserable and “passive heroine expected of sentimental depictions 
of disability” (Logan 27) by exploring and expressing a sexual subjectivity that is often denied to 
disabled women. Scholars such as Cleall and Martha Stoddard Holmes have amply demonstrated 
the chief role that women with disabilities play in melodramatic narratives, which is to evoke the 
sympathy and sentiment of an able-bodied audience. In what follows here, I will extend this 
perspective, suggesting that while scholars have analyzed how disabled female bodies in 
Victorian literature generate heightened emotions in others, they have not sufficiently examined 
the types of feelings and emotions disabled women experience themselves. By conforming to the 
melodramatic mode’s dramatization of emotion and affect, Collins is able to explore the sexual 
desires that Victorian narratives often refrain from portraying disabled women as possessing. 
Furthermore, this chapter will analyze how Collins’s portrayal of a deaf woman’s sexuality 
affects or alters assumptions about normative femininity. When Collins describes how Madonna 
communicates her romantic interest by exhibiting physical signs of desire, he begins to refute the 
notion that not only disabled women are asexual, but all women in general are ‘passionless’ (Cott 
220).  
Through melodrama, Collins confronts Victorian perceptions about women’s sexuality. 
Nineteenth-century hereditary theory about the transmission of impairment explains why 
disabled women’s sexuality was considered dangerous. To divert attention from the alarming 
threat that they posed to future generations, women with disabilities are often depicted in 
literature as devoid of sexual feeling or desire. However, being portrayed as asexual was not 
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restricted to disabled women alone. The Victorian ideal of femininity was defined by the 
disembodied, pure Angel in the House. In Hide and Seek, Collins challenges this paragon of 
nineteenth-century womanhood by portraying a deaf woman who asserts her sexuality through 
the melodramatic displays of passionate emotion. Rohan McWilliam writes that melodrama was 
a means of describing and often controlling “disruptive emotions and sexualities” (63). Ellen 
Rosenman adds that melodramatic narratives aim to convey “suppress[ed]” or “repress[ed]” 
emotions or psychological states. In Hide and Seek, I argue, Collins’s use of melodrama allows 
him to express the suppressed desires of all Victorian women. Collins relies on the melodramatic 
mode to enable his deaf heroine to physically express what able-bodied women have been 
prohibited from orally communicating. In this way, Hide and Seek bridges the gap between able 
and disabled women by demonstrating how they both possess desires that can never be spoken or 
heard. 
The Spectacle of Disability  
Hide and Seek is Collins’s first novel to feature a disabled character in a major role. It is 
one of the author’s sensation novels, which often explore the themes of disability and difference. 
Disability is a central element in sensation fiction, as Mark Mossman and Stoddard Holmes 
argue that what “often drives ‘sensation’ is the work of engaging, representing, and configuring 
unique bodily differences” (493-494). The presence of disabled characters in sensation narratives 
usually works to articulate and eventually disrupt the seemingly stable binaries of disabled and 
able, abnormal and normal, different and the same, thus prompting readers to question on which 
side anyone falls (Mossman and Stoddard Holmes 494). Disability as a concept both produces 
and contributes to the sensational charge of British novels of the 1850s and 1860s, which 
attempted to engage a diverse audience of readers. Early on in Hide and Seek, Collins 
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sensationalizes deafness to get his readers to engage in the mystery plot. However, by the end of 
the novel, it becomes clear that Collins does not insert deafness into his narrative simply for 
sensational effect but, rather, for the purpose of investigating disabled subjectivity in a realistic 
manner, which had never been done so extensively before. Whereas most nineteenth-century 
texts that portray bodily impairment aim to emphasize the affective power of disability, and 
never the lived experience of a disabled person, Collins in Hide and Seek attempts to “demystify 
… disability” (Logan 17) to show readers what it is really like to have a disability. Moving 
towards a realistic depiction of deaf-mutism, Collins describes Madonna’s thoughts and feelings 
in ways that encourage readers to identify with someone who would commonly have been 
regarded as different or ‘Other’ (26), demonstrating how it is society’s negative attitudes about 
disability, and not impairment itself, that marginalize a disabled person. 
The plot of Hide and Seek is centered on discovering the true identity of Madonna Blyth, 
who is both deaf and mute. Before being adopted by the painter Valentine Blyth, Madonna was 
abandoned and orphaned by her parents. Her parentage is sought out throughout the course of the 
novel, providing the basis for its subtitle, The Mystery of Mary Grice. In addition to the mystery 
of her lineage, Madonna’s deafness in the opening chapters of the book is also constructed as an 
unidentified characteristic of hers. We are first introduced to Madonna as she sits in Valentine’s 
art studio. The narrator describes how the deaf heroine exhibits no visible signs of her “incurable 
misfortune,” yet there does seem to be an “impenetrable mystery” about her (Collins 48). The 
mystery of her invisible disability is linked to questions relating to the secrets of her early origin, 
which form the basis of the plot, and these mysteries are framed by the narration at the end of the 
chapter which first introduces Madonna (Anglin-Jaffe 55):  
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Ever since Madonna has been in the room, not one word has she spoken to Valentine; and 
not one word has Valentine … spoken to her. […] What can this absolute and remarkable 
silence mean between two people who look as affectionately on each other as these two 
look, every time their eyes meet! (Collins 52) 
As Hannah Anglin-Jaffe claims, the mystery at the heart of Hide and Seek “is therefore 
intimately connected with the ‘mystery’ of Madonna’s deafness” (55). In the first chapters of the 
novel, Collins continues to sensationalize deafness while describing Madonna’s tragic back story 
and how she came to be adopted by the Blyths. 
 After introducing us to Madonna while she is sitting in Valentine’s studio, Hide and Seek 
travels back in time from 1851 to 1838 to reveal how Valentine first met Madonna. When her 
mother died not long after she was born, and with her father nowhere to be “found” (Collins 56), 
Madonna fell under the guardianship of the tyrannical circus director, Mr. Jubbers. At ten years 
old, Madonna suffered a “terrific accident” during a performance when she fell off a horse and 
permanently damaged her hearing as a result of the “shock” (56, 57). To promote subsequent 
performances, Mr. Jubbers related the event as part of his advertising. When Valentine stumbles 
across an advertisement for the circus, Madonna is exhibited as  
THE MYSTERIOUS FOUNDLING! 
AGED TEN YEARS! 
TOTALLY DEAF AND DUMB! (56) 
Madonna’s deafness is exploited and sensationalized as a spectacle of difference and misfortune 
as audiences are invited to “to test her total deafness by clapping their hands,” as well as to 
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express pity for the poor “little deaf and dumb” (59) girl. Hide and Seek explicitly condemns the 
sensationalism of deafness through the perspective of Valentine who considers the advertising 
posters to be “grotesque” and “shocking” (57). When Valentine decides to go and watch the 
‘mysterious foundling’ perform, he too becomes a participant in the exploitation of deafness as a 
“spectacle” (58) of suffering. However, unlike the audience who only express “murmur[s] of 
sympathy” (60) for Madonna’s mistreatment, Valentine actually attempts to put an end to it. 
Hide and Seek initially promotes a sentimental view of Madonna. When Valentine first 
lays eyes upon his future adopted daughter, he describes her as a pitiable wretch in need of 
guidance and protection:  
Ah, woeful sight! so lovely, yet so piteous to look on! Shall she never hear kindly human 
voices, the song of birds, the pleasant murmur of the trees again? Are all the sweet 
sounds that sing of happiness to childhood, silent for ever to her? … Oh, Spirit of mercy! 
how long thy white-winged feet have tarried on their way to this innocent sufferer, to this 
lost lamb that cannot cry to the fold for help! Lead, ah, lead her tenderly to such shelter as 
she had never yet found for herself. Guide her, pure as she is now, from this tainted place 
to pleasant pastures, where the sunshine of human kindness shall be clouded no more … 
(61) 
Disability in Victorian literature and drama is often characterized by its sentimental or 
melodramatic representation. Evidently familiar with the conventional modes of portraying 
bodily difference, Collins writes in an endnote to Hide and Seek that the character of Madonna 
Blyth is supposed to directly challenge existing approaches to representing disability. Stating that 
because he was unaware of any attempt “in English fiction to draw the character of a ‘Deaf 
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Mute’, simply and exactly after nature,” he was inspired to write Hide and Seek in order to 
portray deafness “as literally as possible” (431). A realistic depiction of deaf-mutism for Collins 
meant veering away from representing deafness as something tragic and pitiable. Collins’s initial 
sentimental characterization of Madonna is not meant merely to evoke a sympathetic reaction 
from readers. Instead, it is meant to elicit empathy by displaying how compassionate responses 
to a person’s dire circumstances should be followed with ethical action, which is not something 
that happened often in theatrical depictions of disability.  
 Deafness was a key feature in Victorian stage dramas. Deaf-mute characters played 
iconic roles in theatrical melodramas. Michael Booth describes how the mute is “almost always a 
sympathetic figure with a terrible and mysterious past who is meant to evoke great pity” (71). 
Furthermore, Booth explains how “dumb characters” are often “the centre of pathos and distress” 
(71). Due to the limitations placed on the number of theatres in England that were licensed to 
perform plays with spoken dialogue, deaf-mute characters were recurrently featured in 
melodramas written in the first half of the nineteenth century. Dramatists utilized deaf-mute 
characters in an effort to express emotion and elicit affective audience responses without the use 
of speech. In the scenes that describe Madonna’s experience in the circus, Collins critiques the 
theatrical formulations of disability and suggests the negative consequences of viewing disabled 
people through the framework of pity (Logan 30). Valentine’s evident disgust for the ‘grotesque’ 
and ‘shocking’ posters that promote Madonna’s circus performance suggest Collins’s 
condemnation for scenarios that exploit an individual’s pain to encourage pity, but not empathy 
(30). Hide and Seek employs melodrama’s dramatization of emotional affect by demonstrating 
how empathetic emotions aroused in audiences can lead to social altruism (30). Collins does not 
want his audience to respond to Madonna’s suffering with the superfluous pity that stage dramas 
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attempt to evoke when they insert disability into their narratives. Rather, he wants people to be 
affronted by the type of injustice that allows difference and suffering to be exploited, and then 
feel the need to do something about it. While observing the inhumane treatment Madonna 
endures as she is expected to ‘perform’ her disability, Valentine experiences an impassioned 
response:  
Was there something in the eager sympathy of his eyes as they met hers, which spoke to 
the little lonely heart in the sole language that could ever reach it? Did the child, with the 
quick instinct of the deaf and dumb, read his compassionate disposition, his pity and 
longing to help her, in his expression at the moment? (Collins 62) 
Valentine’s emotional reaction to Madonna’s distress is precisely the reaction Collins wants from 
readers of Hide and Seek. The novel exemplifies how disability formed a major part of 
melodrama’s insistence on the audience’s moral duty to respond to suffering during times of 
great economic growth and social change, which characterized much of Victorian England. 
Melodramatic narratives invented a crucial role for the disabled body in order to bridge 
the supposed divide between a benevolent domestic sphere and a self-interested marketplace that 
emerged during the nineteenth century. In Melodramatic Tactics: Theatricalized Dissent in the 
English Marketplace 1800-1885, Elaine Hadley explains that the “melodramatic mode” (3) 
developed in the early to mid-nineteenth century as a response to the social and economic 
changes that characterized the consolidation of a market society. Melodrama as a mode can be 
differentiated from theatrical melodrama by its intention to dramatize ‘the ordinary’ (Brooks 15). 
Rather than present a realistic depiction of life’s trials and tribulations, Peter Brooks argues, the 
melodramatic mode attempted to “heighten in dramatic gesture the moral crises and peripeties in 
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life” (15) that the Victorians faced on a daily basis. The melodramatic mode, as a result of rapid 
industrialization and the subsequent reconfiguration of status hierarchies, expressed anxieties 
caused by an alarming new world in which traditional social and moral patterns no longer 
provided “the necessary social glue” (20). The new market economy, which was increasingly 
marked by fierce individualism and social isolation, influenced melodrama’s insistence on “the 
continued vitality of traditionally public, social formations, which constituted identity in terms of 
familial and communal relationships” (Hadley 4). The sense of alienation that was caused by a 
competitive and stratified economic world was alleviated in melodramatic narratives by 
arranging everyone into interdependent networks of care. Within these networks, disabled people 
occupied the role of what Mary Klages describes as “posters” (7) that represented the need and 
distress towards which the wealthy and able-bodied turned a blind eye. As “posters,” people with 
disabilities functioned as images that were supposed to encourage and strengthen the empathetic 
capacities of the able-bodied, who, after feeling for the suffering of others, should then feel 
prompted to act and relieve it. Thus, within the melodramatic framework, the disabled body was 
coded and read in terms of sentimental excess in order to arouse the emotions of compassion and 
empathy, which had seemingly been forgotten in a “post-sacred world” (Brooks 11). 
Collins employs the master feature of the melodramatic mode, which emphasizes the 
relationship between affect and the need to care for the marginalized, when he describes 
Valentine’s rescue of Madonna. Upon reading the advertisement for Madonna’s performance, 
Valentine expresses moral outrage about how audiences can participate in the ill treatment of the 
vulnerable as he condemns “that dastard insensibility to all decent respect for human suffering 
which could feast itself on the spectacle of calamity paraded for hire, in the person of a deaf and 
dumb child of ten years old” (Collins 57-58). He witnesses how Madonna, with “sad … eyes” 
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(60), resignedly performs in front of an audience whose members only express pity for her abject 
circumstances, but do nothing to relieve her of them. Instead of voyeuristically gaping at and 
expressing sympathy for Madonna’s pain, Valentine seems to personally feel the suffering he 
imagines she endures (Logan 30). Valentine’s desire for Madonna to read the “compassion[…]” 
in his eyes demonstrates Klages’s claim that empathy and emotionality were framed within the 
melodramatic mode as the only grounds in which all bodies are considered “equal and 
representable” (62; Klages 73). Empathy is depicted as a “decipherable ‘language’” (Logan 30) 
between Valentine and Madonna as she in turn is able to read Valentine’s face and detect his 
kind-hearted intentions. When meeting Valentine’s eyes, Madonna is described as wearing an 
expression that read “you look as if you wanted to be kind to me; I wish you could find out some 
way of telling me of it” (Collins 69). Valentine not only communicates his empathetic feelings 
but puts them into action as he decides to take the “injured, beautiful, patient little angel away 
from [the] villainous place” (69) of the circus and bring her into the safety of his own home. 
To Speak or Not to Speak: The Influence of the Oralist Versus Manualist Debate on Hide 
and Seek 
The first chapters of Hide and Seek make it seem as though Collins will continue to 
describe Madonna as the “downtrodden but exemplary” (Ferguson 31) heroine typically 
portrayed in previous dramatic and literary representations of disability. However, once 
Madonna is rescued from the circus, readers finally begin to observe how Collins’s depiction of 
deaf-mutism differs from standard nineteenth-century representations of bodily impairment. 
Collins rejects using disability in the same way as staged dramas did, which as Stoddard Holmes 
claims was as a form of “melodramatic machinery” or “a simple tool for cranking open feelings” 
(Fictions 3). Collins’s investment in describing the lived experience of deafness and his interest 
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in confronting the cultural conflicts surrounding the social acceptance of deaf people during the 
period means that he was eager to counteract the older discourse that associated disability with 
stigmatization and dehumanization, which was further reinforced by the repeated portrayal of 
disabled people as objects of pity in both theatrical and literary depictions (Anglin-Jaffe 65).  
While Collins initially sentimentalizes deafness, he makes sure that throughout the rest of 
the narrative he in no way describes Madonna in terms of dependence and tragedy. Instead, 
Collins imbues his deaf heroine with a sense of agency that is exhibited through her sexuality. 
After Valentine and his wife Lavvie adopt the “poor” deaf girl, the narrative transports us back to 
the present time where Madonna is described as a “bright” (Collins 60, 48) twenty-year-old 
woman who possesses both admirable beauty and talent. Collins’s construction of an attractive 
deaf woman demonstrates how objects of pity can also be objects of desire (Stoddard Holmes, 
“Bolder” 64). From the moment she becomes Valentine’s adopted daughter, Collins devotes a 
fair amount of attention to the particularities of Madonna’s sensory impairment, but even more 
attention to what makes her like any other heroine who is not only desirable but also possesses 
desires of her own. 
Before describing how Madonna is similar to other women of her age, Collins makes sure 
to address as accurately as possible what makes her different. In a footnote to Hide and Seek, the 
author states that he had found it difficult to find “reliable materials” (Collins 431) about deaf-
mutes until he discovered John Kitto’s autobiography, The Lost Senses: Deafness and Blindness, 
published in 1845. Much of Madonna’s character is based on Kitto’s account, which is infused 
with sentimental language to describe the “crushing calamity” and “sad realities” (9, 14) of 
deafness. The details of Madonna’s condition are borrowed almost entirely from The Lost 
Senses. Like Kitto, who also became deafened by a fall, Madonna is subjected to a number of 
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uncomfortable medical observations until she is finally diagnosed as having a paralyzed auditory 
nerve. While Collins may stick closely to Kitto’s clinically detailed account of deafness, he also 
transforms Kitto’s already melodramatic narrative into a melodrama about the female body 
(Stoddard Holmes, “Bolder” 67). Collins’s portrayal of deafness partially explores how the 
condition affects a woman’s gendered performance. Stoddard Holmes argues that Collins, once 
again inspired by a part in The Lost Senses where Kitto describes how his voice after his accident 
was so “greatly altered as to be not easily understood,” constructs Madonna’s own voice change 
as a “phenomenon rich in resonances of anxiety regarding little girls and how they should sound” 
(Kitto 20; Stoddard Holmes, “Bolder” 67). When Madonna first speaks after her fall, her voice is 
described as “somehow hoarse and low… at the same time; the strangest, shockingest [sic] voice 
to come from a child, who always used to speak so clearly and prettily before” (Collins 93). 
What is so shocking and disturbing to those hearing Madonna’s new voice for the first time is 
how it marks her as ‘different’ not only in terms of how her voice reveals how she is unable to 
hear but, more importantly, how she does not conform to conventional gender codes. The 
“shocking husky moaning voice” transforms “the prettiest little girl” into a “gruff” (99, 94) adult 
man, or even a ‘sexual’ adult woman, thus preventing Madonna from being considered properly 
feminine.  
Madonna’s voice change demonstrates how her disability intersects with her gender. In 
Reading Victorian Deafness: Signs and Sounds in Victorian Literature and Culture, Jennifer 
Esmail argues that in describing Madonna’s voice, “Collins echoes a pervasive cultural image of 
the deaf person’s speech as simultaneously unpleasant for hearing people and somehow 
defeminizing and even dehumanizing” (84). The construction of the masculine deaf voice 
negatively affects the general impression of deaf women as anytime they choose to speak, they 
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risk being defeminized. The masculine deaf voice, however, seems to affect deaf men in the 
opposite way. In The Lost Senses, Kitto asks his friends to describe his voice. One acquaintance 
observes that the pitch of Kitto’s voice is “in a far deeper bass tone than is natural to men who 
have their hearing” (23). Kitto himself claims that his voice is “loud, and may be heard to an 
unusual distance” (27). The description of Kitto’s voice as deep and loud might be considered as 
“hypermasculine rather than emasculating” (Esmail 85). The deaf woman therefore experiences 
an added disadvantage that deaf men do not: should she wish to speak, her voice alters her 
gender (85). 
Collins’s construction of the masculine deaf voice is influenced by nineteenth-century 
sign or oral language debates. Mary Wilson Carpenter describes how “the struggle between 
manualism, the use of sign language to enable even the most profoundly deaf to communicate, 
and oralism, the insistence on teaching the deaf to speak orally and on the complete suppression 
of sign language, intensified” (109) during the nineteenth century. Both oralists and manualists 
used the construction of a deaf person’s voice to support their various aims. Oralists, who 
believed it was possible for deaf people to re-learn oral speech, drew on the “defeminizing” 
perception of the deaf voice in order to pressure mute women to speak. Logan writes that oralists 
up until the twentieth century “harnessed women’s desire to be ‘beautiful’, or the hope some deaf 
women had to be considered part of mainstream society, as a way of furthering oralism and 
reducing linguistic diversity” (42). Supporters of oral education for the deaf argued that if deaf 
women wanted to be considered physically attractive, they needed to speak and, ideally, pass as 
hearing (Logan 42). Manualists also used the defeminizing or dehumanizing construction of the 
deaf person’s voice to resist oralism. Jane Elizabeth Groom, a British deaf woman and activist, 
claimed that “deaf mutes make unpleasant sounds in endeavoring to articulate, which is likely to 
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annoy hearing friends, while the sign language, which is equally intelligible, is in no way 
annoying to others” (qtd. in Esmail 84). Both manualists and oralists therefore invoked  
normative notions of communication as arguments for their respective positions.  
Attempts at normalizing deaf people through the use of oral speech education are 
abandoned in Hide and Seek as Collins asserts that deaf people should have the right to decide 
how to communicate. Madonna refuses to speak aloud after she is diagnosed as deaf. The first 
doctor who observes Madonna after her fall warns Mrs. Peckover, the woman who nursed 
Madonna while she was in the circus, that the little deaf girl “was already losing the wish and the 
want to speak every day” (Collins 98). The doctor urges Mrs. Peckover to force Madonna to 
orally communicate and suggests that the child should be treated “severely” (98) if she chooses 
not to. The doctor’s orders are represented as going against Madonna’s wishes, as every time she 
was forced to speak “she always cried, and was fretful and out of sorts for the whole day” (99). 
The ‘dehumanized’ or ‘defeminized’ sound of her voice partially influences why Madonna is 
reluctant to speak. After witnessing Mrs. Peckover’s negative reaction to her “strange [and] 
unnatural” voice, Madonna becomes embarrassed by her speech, as she is described as turning 
“red all over” (95) after talking. Noticing how “tormenting” (99) it is for Madonna to speak, Mrs. 
Peckover stops encouraging Madonna to use oral speech, and, instead, allows Madonna to “have 
her own will” (99) by allowing her to choose how she wishes to communicate. For the rest of her 
life, Madonna elects to communicate by writing on a slate that “always hang[s] at her side” and 
by using the “deaf and dumb alphabet” (99, 121) or the ‘finger alphabet’, which is a simplified 
form of sign language in which individual letters are ‘finger spelled’. Madonna resists any 
pressure to communicate orally, and thus by asserting her right to sign, not only combats the 
oralist trend which pressured women to speak but also embraces a “deaf identity” (Logan 41).  
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In an effort to validate the use of sign, Collins then draws on the rhetoric of the masculine 
sounding deaf voice. Initially, Madonna rejects speech as a mode of communication because of 
the shame she feels as a result of the negative feedback she receives from Mrs. Peckover and the 
doctor. However, Collins also promotes the use of sign language by demonstrating how it is an 
effective mode of communication for deaf people. After allowing Madonna to stop talking, Mrs. 
Peckover decides to visit another doctor in hopes that he can reassure her that she made the right 
choice in “letting [Madonna] have her own way” (Collins 100). The doctor says that if Madonna 
kept speaking, it would still be “a pain and a difficulty” for her to say her words. His claim that 
signing and writing “came as a sort of second nature” (100) to deaf people is proven when 
Madonna is “perfectly happy and contented” (117) and most comfortable when she is able to 
write on her slate and finger spell. In describing Madonna as enjoying her status as a deaf person, 
Collins continues to subvert theatrical depictions of deaf-mutism as tragic. Furthermore, 
Madonna’s choice to be a manualist is a display of agency that is usually not exercised by deaf 
characters. 
Hide and Seek continues to promote its anti-oralist message by demonstrating how being 
‘oral’ is not a qualification for deaf women to be considered desirable or ‘beautiful’. Madonna’s 
beauty is central to her characterization. Once Mary becomes Madonna, the narrator begins to 
emphasize the aesthetic appeal of the deaf heroine’s figure, which has many “claims to the 
admiration of all worshippers of beauty” (Collins 48-49). When “prying” eyes gaze upon 
Madonna, they “unanimously assert[…] that the young lady’s face was the nearest living 
approach they had ever seen to that immortal ‘Madonna’ face, which has for ever associated the 
idea of beauty with the name of Raphael” (48, 50). Collins directly combats oralist arguments 
about deafness detracting from a woman’s attractiveness by articulating Madonna’s allure in a 
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sexualized rhetoric. He describes Madonna’s “incurable blue eyes” as the type that would drive 
“young men … mad” (49). Therefore, contrary to conventional Victorian representations of deaf 
women, Hide and Seek challenges the notion that deafness renders a woman undesirable or 
uncourtable as the novel repeatedly emphasizes how men, including the striking Zack Thorpe, 
find Madonna to be attractive.   
Through his characterization of Madonna Blyth, Collins wishes to demonstrate that a 
disabled woman could fulfill the role of a romantic heroine. Esmail claims that deaf women do 
not easily fit into the role of conventional Victorian female protagonists “because of cultural 
constructions of a deaf woman’s communicative abilities” (78-79). A woman’s deafness was 
considered a fixed impediment to courtship, especially if she were courted by a hearing man. The 
perceived difficulty of a hearing man courting a deaf woman is explored in Hide and Seek as 
Madonna is pursued by the handsome and hearing Zack Thorpe. Zack, Valentine’s part-time 
drawing student, expresses his attraction to Madonna early in the novel, calling her the “prettiest 
… love in the world” (Collins 126). Zack communicates with Madonna by “superficially” (129) 
mastering the deaf and dumb alphabet. Esmail argues that Zack’s rudimentary sign language 
skills prevent him from successfully communicating with Madonna, thus demonstrating the 
overall barrier deafness poses to courtship (80). Although Zack does make plenty of “mistakes” 
(Collins 153) while signing, it does not seem to matter to Madonna, who instead relies on Zack’s 
actions and physiognomy to decipher what he communicates to her. Madonna’s heightened 
ability to read “the minute varieties of [people’s] expression[s] and gesture[s]” (120) enables her 
to comprehend beyond what is signed or spoken. Zack’s actions are far more important than his 
signs or words, as when he takes Madonna’s hand and kisses it “with boisterous fondness,” and 
teasingly says “Ah! She lets other old friends kiss her cheek, and only lets me kiss her hand,” 
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Zack bets “two to one” (126) that Madonna understands what he just said. Madonna’s “bright 
flush” (126) is enough to convey to Zack that she does comprehend what his flirtatious gesture 
means. With remarkable beauty and the ability to communicate with a hearing beau, Madonna 
exemplifies how deaf woman can not only play romantic heroines but also attract potential 
suitors. 
Deaf and Desiring: The Expression of Women’s ‘Silent’ Desires  
Although men in the novel spend most of their time admiring Madonna’s fine physique, 
Collins represents Madonna as doing of her own share of gazing at and desiring handsome 
gentlemen. Like Valentine’s artistic friends who objectify his daughter as a piece of art, given 
her resemblance to Raphael’s portraits of the Virgin Mary, Madonna, an accomplished artist 
herself, furtively marvels at Zack as she sketches:  
… her eyes wandered timidly once or twice to the place where Zack was standing, when 
she thought he was not looking at her; and, assuredly, so far as personal appearance was 
concerned, young Thorpe was handsome enough to tempt any women into glancing at 
him with approving eyes.  … He trod easily and lightly, with a certain youthful 
suppleness and hardy grace in all his actions, which set off his fine bodily formation to 
the best advantage. (127) 
Stoddard Holmes argues that Madonna’s appreciation of Zack’s frame “gives her a form of erotic 
parity” (“Bolder” 68) with all of the men who admire her beauty. Unlike most Victorian 
narratives which produce the consistent message that disabled women are void of sexual feeling, 
Hide and Seek represents a deaf woman as a sensual being. Madonna’s relationship with Zack 
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demonstrates how mutism does not prevent deaf women from experiencing or communicating 
their sexual desires.  
 Without the need to speak or sign, Madonna expresses her infatuation for Zack. 
Madonna’s physical reaction to Zack’s presence is described in a sexually suggestive manner:  
Her tender blue eyes looked up at him, shyly conscious of the pleasure that their 
expression was betraying: and the neat folds of her pretty grey dress, which had lain so 
still over her bosom when she was drawing, began to rise and fall gently now, when Zack 
was holding her hand. (Collins 126) 
Here, Collins constructs Madonna’s body as an interpretable emotional text. Similar to the way 
that Madonna reads the body language of others, Collins has his audience read Madonna’s 
physical exterior in order to interpret her feelings for Zack. Madonna communicates her romantic 
interest through involuntary responses like deep breathing and ‘bright’ blushes as well as through 
art, such as when she gives Zack a sketch “of the Venus de’ Medici” (153) as a token of her love 
for him. When Zack shows his appreciation for the gift by hugging it tightly to “his waistcoat,” 
Madonna cannot conceal her “pleasure” which is conveyed by the “triumph” in her eyes and her 
“trembling” (154, 155) hands. By employing the melodramatic mode, Collins further claims that 
emotionality is a decipherable language that all can comprehend. In comparison to theatrical 
depictions of disability, Collins trades a description of the way disabled bodies make able-bodied 
people feel for a representation of the emotions beyond suffering that a deaf woman is capable of 
experiencing herself. His goal to provide a more realistic depiction of disability means exploring 
the whole range of emotions that not only disabled women but all women in nineteenth-century 
British society are typically denied from expressing. Madonna’s “treacherous cheeks, neck, an
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bosom” (146) that flush at the sight of her hearing beau articulate a sexual subjectivity that few 
Victorians thought was acceptable for a woman to possess. 
 Victorian gender conventions prevented women from overtly expressing their sexual 
interest. In nineteenth-century Britain, mainstream society invested in the belief that female 
sexuality was in itself “illicit” (Walker). According to both the moral and medical establishment, 
‘normal’ women experienced little or no sexual desire before marriage. In The Functions and 
Disorders of the Reproductive Organs in Childhood, Youth, Adult Age, and Advanced Life, Dr. 
William Acton, the most prominent specialist in sexual and reproductive theory in Victorian 
England, reassured the public “that the majority of women (happily for them) are not very much 
troubled with sexual feeling of any kind” (101). Reinforcing the ideal of the pure Angel in the 
House, Acton further states that the “best mothers, wives, and managers of households, know 
little or nothing of sexual indulgences. Love of home, children, and domestic duties, are the only 
passions they feel” (102). Women who experience sexual pleasure were considered ‘abnormal.’ 
Acton characterizes unchaste or “loose” women as the type that roam “London streets, … 
casinos, and other immoral haunts” (102). Since the absence of sexuality was considered to be a 
woman’s natural condition, when a woman seeks sexual gratification, she is perceived to have 
abandoned her virtue and fallen from grace. If ‘normal’ women are not allowed to express let 
alone feel sexual desire, then why does Collins allow his deaf heroine to do both? 
 Madonna’s ability to express sexual interest demonstrates how her deafness, which the 
Victorians considered a limitation, is actually the key to her liberation. Stoddard Holmes argues 
that “Madonna’s desire [is] indistinguishable from that of a hearing woman” (“Bolder” 68). 
Because of the construction of women’s sexuality during the Victorian era, speech was 
considered a culturally inappropriate mode of communicating female desire. However, women 
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could not just express their desires orally – they could not communicate or feel any sexual desire 
at all. Madonna’s blushing and ‘trembling’ body expresses a type of feminine desire that was 
deemed “unacceptable” (Rosenman 25) by English society during the nineteenth century. If an 
able-bodied woman were to react in the same way as Madonna does when Zack is near, she 
would be regarded as ‘deviant’ or ‘fallen.’ Because of her deafness, Madonna is already 
considered ‘abnormal’ or, as Stoddard Holmes claims, “a celibate version of the ‘fallen’ woman” 
(“Bolder,” 60). Collins may have asked himself: if Madonna’s body does not conform to 
expectations of nineteenth-century femininity, then why should her sexuality? 
 Although Madonna’s emotional body does not adhere to Victorian gender constructs, it 
does conform to the fundamental characteristics of the melodramatic mode. Ellen Rosenman 
argues that melodrama’s intention “to posit and make visible a moral order obscured by unequal 
social relations” is executed “through intense displays of emotion” (22-23). Because of 
melodrama’s emotional excess, Brooks calls melodrama “a victory over repression” (4). In 
melodramatic narratives, nothing is held back as “characters … utter the unspeakable, [and] give 
voice to their deepest feelings” (Brooks 4). In “‘Mimic Sorrows’: Masochism and the Gendering 
of Pain in Victorian Melodrama,” Rosenman describes how the melodramatic mode allows 
women in particular to express emotions that they have been taught to suppress. The submissive 
and passive Angel in the House is produced by various suppressions, including that of sexual 
desire. As the Victorian ideal of femininity, the Angel represents the contradictory roles women 
were expected to play. They were regarded as “guardians of emotion” (Rosenman 25) being the 
heart of the family and society, and, yet, there were certain emotions they were not allowed to 
display publicly. In Hide and Seek, Collins relies on the melodramatic mode in order to portray 
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the types of feelings and emotions that all Victorian women were taught to conceal and keep 
silent. 
 Being ‘mute’ allows Madonna to physically express the “passionate” (Collins 146) 
yearnings and sexual desires that able-bodied women are forbidden from articulating. It may 
seem that because Madonna never verbalizes her love for Zack, she is following appropriate 
Victorian gender codes regarding how women should communicate their romantic interest. 
However, her ‘speechlessness’ does not mean that her desires remain unexpressed. The 
melodramatic mode’s insistence of the universality of emotional language allows Collins to 
describe how Madonna’s body alone is capable of conveying desire. McWilliam writes that 
audiences familiar with the nineteenth-century stage observed how “passion and affect … were 
realized finally in character … [through] gestures and expressions associated with the passions” 
(64). Melodrama’s ‘victory over repression’ is achieved when characters reveal hidden emotions 
through gesture and other physical signs. Madonna’s body represents a ‘victory over 
suppression’ as its overt display of desire through “somatic indicators” (Logan 38), such as 
blushing and deep breathing, simultaneously challenges cultural beliefs about disabled women’s 
asexuality and all women’s innate ‘passionlessness.’ Similar to the way she chooses a deaf 
identity, Madonna claims an adequately expressed sexual subjectivity. Madonna once again 
asserts her agency by refusing to play either the chaste but tragic deaf heroine or the pure but 
supressed Angel in the House that melodramatic texts often pit against each other. Although 
Madonna’s sexuality is not as explicit as that of some of Collins’s later disabled heroines, such 
as the overtly passionate blind protagonist, Lucilla, in Poor Miss Finch, we can observe in Hide 
and Seek how Collins begins to construct an alternative to the Victorian ideal of a desireless 
femininity through his portrayals of sexually assertive women with disabilities. 
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The Threat of the Deaf Female Body 
Although Collins was eager to demonstrate how disabled women could play romantic 
heroines, it seems that by the end of Hide and Seek, he was still reluctant to claim that they were 
genuinely marriageable. The potential union between a hearing man and a deaf woman is 
thwarted by a shocking revelation. Collins decides to separate Zack and Madonna by making 
him her secret half-brother. The unfolding of the mystery plot reveals that Zack’s father, Zachary 
Thorpe Senior, is Madonna’s biological father who callously abandoned both her and her 
mother. Victorian literary scholars have grappled with the almost-incestuous conclusion of Hide 
and Seek, questioning why Collins does not allow Madonna to marry Zack. Stoddard Holmes 
posits one of the most widely accepted theories, arguing that “incest is brought in as an 
emergency measure to permit Collins to escape a real resolution of the situation between 
Madonna and Zack” (“Bolder” 69). The situation Stoddard Holmes refers to is about “whether a 
disabled woman should marry” (Logan 46) and have children. In the uncertain climate of 
Victorian hereditary theory, Collins’s portrayal of a deaf woman falling in love with a hearing 
man stimulated cultural anxieties about the genetic transmission of deafness, which further 
fueled the oralist cause.  
The potential heredity of hearing loss offers another explanation as to why deaf women 
are not usually depicted as desirable heroines in Victorian fiction. Based on nineteenth-century 
hereditary theory, deafness was considered an alarming threat to the general public. In the new 
scientific mindset that emerged in the second half of the nineteenth century, philosophers, 
scientists, and physicians projected a number of pathologies onto the deaf body, including 
stunted growth, dangerous inbreeding, and degeneration (Pemberton 79). According to the 
research of Alexander Graham Bell, a strong supporter of both eugenics and oralism, deafness 
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posed a “great calamity to the world” (41). Bell claimed that the eighty-percent rate at which 
deaf people intermarried threatened society with the “formation of a deaf variety of the human 
race” (18, 4). Intermarriage between deaf people, he believed, was facilitated by “segregation for 
the purposes of education, and the use, as a means of communication, of a language which is 
different from that of the people” (46). Although Bell’s fears have been debunked by recent 
research which shows that most deafness is not heritable, and marriages between deaf people 
produce “on average no greater number of deaf offspring than mixed marriages of deaf and 
hearing partners,” the image of an inbred, expanding deaf culture “became a potent weapon” for 
oralists (Baynton 31), helping to spread their message that signing was an inferior form of 
communication. Ultimately, the desire to prevent the transmission of what was deemed an 
‘undesirable affliction” (Winefield 94) suggests why Victorian authors like Collins may have 
been reluctant to portray deaf women as marriageable. 
Because Collins chose to deny Madonna the conventional Victorian heroine’s reward of 
marriage, scholars have claimed that Hide and Seek can be regarded as a protoeugenic text. 
Carpenter claims that Madonna’s “story may be interpreted … as reinforcing stereotypical 
prejudice that the deaf should not marry and reproduce” (126). However, it is important to 
recognize that it is not Madonna’s deafness that derails her and Zack’s romantic relationship, but, 
rather, the taboo of incest. As Stoddard Holmes argues, “both the unfolding mystery of 
Madonna’s parentage, and the threat of incest” manage to “displace deafness itself” (“Bolder” 
69) as the center of the sensational plot. In the context of the story, the possibility of a disabled 
woman’s sexuality and marriageability is far more acceptable than the potential of an incestuous 
relationship between a brother and a sister. Rather than concurring that the ‘thwarted’ love plot is 
an indication of a deaf woman’s unsuitability for marriage, I agree with Kate Flint’s suggestion 
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that the “revelation of Madonna and Zack’s consanguinity is not so much as an act of 
protoeugenics, a keeping apart of the healthy-bodied and the disabled …, as it is a means of 
emphasising the continuum between the fully able and the impaired” (159). Demonstrating what 
sensation narratives do best, Collins portrays disabled characters in order to disrupt Victorian 
notions of what it means to be able/disabled, normal/abnormal, and the same/different, leaving 
his readers to question if there is a more liberating space for people to occupy between such 
oppressive frameworks of human existence. 
Despite the ongoing debate over whether the ending of Hide and Seek can be read as 
protoeugenic, most critics agree that Collins created a progressive depiction of a deaf woman. 
Esmail writes that “Collins radically imagined the possibility of a desiring and desirable woman 
with a disability” (84), even if he did not follow through on the promise of a deaf woman’s 
potential to marry. Hide and Seek can be interpreted as Collins’s first attempt to reimagine a 
disabled woman’s sexual and reproductive ‘place’ in society. In its attempt to confront disabled 
women’s ‘deviant’ status, the novel is an of example of David T. Mitchell’s and Sharon Snyder’s 
theory of narrative prosthesis as it confronts how disability has been “narrated as alien to the 
normal course of human affairs” (5). Instead of reaffirming disabled women’s unsuitability to 
play the parts of lovers, wives, and mothers, Collins, through his depiction of a deaf woman, 
allows women with disabilities to step one inch closer to accessing the delights of love and 
marriage that have been traditionally reserved for able-bodied women. Like other texts that 
convey the concept of narrative prosthesis, Hide and Seek refuses to conform to normative 
expectations. Madonna does not return to her ‘normal’ place outside of the Victorian 
heterosexual economy. In transforming Madonna from an object of pathos into not only an 
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object of desire but a desiring subject, Collins envisions a future in which disabled women 
rightfully occupy the realm of human sexuality. 
Hide and Seek challenges existing modes of representing disabled women in Victorian 
fiction. Collins rejects the portrait of a pitiable and undesirable deaf woman often represented in 
theatrical and literary depictions of disability. Although Madonna’s youth is described in 
sentimental terms, her adulthood is anything but tragic as she is portrayed as a proud deaf 
woman. In fact, Collins demonstrates how Madonna’s deafness enables her to have a more 
fulfilling and empowered life than some of her able-bodied sisters. Although Madonna may 
choose not to speak, she refuses to stay silent as her body conveys sexual desires that all women 
during the nineteenth century were expected to suppress. By depicting his deaf heroine as both 
attractive and capable of communicating attraction, Collins refutes cultural assumptions not only 
about the inability of disabled female characters to participate in the marriage plot but also the 
unacceptability of ‘normal’ women to possess and express sexual emotions. His intention with 
Madonna, and the later disabled heroines he dreamt up, was to complicate the simple opposition 
between disabled women and their able-bodied counterparts by demonstrating the ways in which 
society silences all female bodies.  
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Chapter Two 
 
Invisible Yet Visible: Resisting the Marginalization of the Physically Disabled Female Body 
in The Moonstone  
Introduction  
In The Moonstone, Collins continues to question disabled women’s status in the Victorian 
heterosexual economy. Published fourteen years after Hide and Seek, The Moonstone features 
another one of Collins’s most famous “heroines of irregular features” (Stoddard Holmes and 
Mossman 494). Although physically disabled and described as “plain” (Collins 37) and 
unattractive, Rosanna Spearman is the only character in the novel to openly express their 
sexuality. Unlike Hide and Seek, The Moonstone conforms to Martha Stoddard Holmes’s theory 
of the “twin structure,” which pairs two women, one disabled and one nondisabled, and assigns 
them “two very different physical, emotional, and sexual roles” (Stoddard Holmes, “The Twin” 
222). In Collins’s The Moonstone, the deformed and disenfranchised Rosanna is paired with the 
stunning and affluent Rachel Verinder, who is ultimately granted a happy ending which depicts 
her marriage to the man her disabled double loves. While it may initially appear that Collins 
adheres to convention by pairing a hapless disabled woman with a privileged, able-bodied 
woman, we can identify how Collins also shatters convention by ensuring that a disabled woman 
is more sexually empowered than her able-bodied counterpart. Whereas Rachel remains “literally 
and figuratively silent” (“Bolder” 70) for most of the novel and never overtly expresses her 
sexual passion, Rosanna voices her desires in a revealing letter discovered not long after she 
meets her tragic end, thereby guaranteeing that not even death can silence her. In this chapter, I 
will examine how Collins constructs Rosanna as another alternative to the nineteenth-century 
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ideal of “passionless” femininity by allowing her to articulate a type of sexual subjectivity that 
Rachel as well as all other respectable Victorian women were forbidden from expressing. 
As a sensation novel, The Moonstone portrays disability in order to disrupt the binaries 
between normal and abnormal, powerful and marginalized. Collins depicts not one but two 
disabled women in the novel: Rosanna and her close confidante, ‘Limping Lucy.’ Both women 
are marginalized by many of the privileged and able-bodied characters who attempt to 
characterize and control the abnormal body in order to clarify what constitutes the ‘normal’ 
body. Although considered ‘different’, and thus disempowered, Rosanna and Lucy refuse to 
conform to the limitations normative nineteenth-century English society imposes on the disabled 
female body. Both resist their marginalized status by ensuring their voices are heard and their 
desires are expressed. By allowing two disabled women to be vocal and assertive, Collins 
continues to point out how it is not only women with disabilities who are silenced in Victorian 
society. 
In the Moonstone, Collins employs the melodramatic mode to once more convey the 
‘repressed’ or ‘suppressed.’ Jean Fernandez describes Rosanna as the novel’s “custodian of the 
realm of the repressed” (97). Rosanna’s posthumous letter represents another example of 
melodrama’s ‘victory over repression’ as it overtly declares a woman’s love for a man who fails 
to even acknowledge her existence. Rosanna gives voice to her ‘deepest feelings’ in the form of 
“buried writing” (Heller 1), a common trope of gothic and sensation fiction which allows secrets 
to be revealed through writing that is either hidden or buried. The image of buried writing 
represents the “subversive-ness [that] lurk[s] beneath the surface of convention” (1) in The 
Moonstone. Rosanna’s frank sensuality contrasts with Rachel’s silent lady-like reserve which 
Victorians expected women to adopt with regard to matters of the heart. I argue that through the 
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character of Rosanna, Collins challenges the asexual status of all women in Victorian society 
even more explicitly than he did in Hide and Seek. What makes Rosanna more memorable than 
Madonna or Rachel is that her melodramatic displays of emotion are described in a first-person 
narrative, which allows her to further transgress the silencing and suppression of women’s 
sexuality during the nineteenth century.  
Deformed Both in Body and Mind  
Like Hide and Seek, The Moonstone follows a mystery plot. When Rachel’s priceless 
diamond is stolen on the evening of her eighteenth birthday, efforts to explain the theft and 
identify the robber launch the mystery narrative. Rosanna’s criminal background and odd 
demeanor exhibited after the loss of the Moonstone mark her as a prime suspect in the case. Her 
behaviour grows increasingly suspicious before she disappears and is found drowned. A buried 
suicide letter reveals that Rosanna’s strange conduct was due to her belief that Rachel’s cousin 
Franklin Blake, with whom Rosanna had previously appeared to be enamored, was the thief. 
Rosanna’s letter is crucial to Blake’s discovery of the real culprit and his happy union with 
Rachel, who also has suspicions of her cousin’s theft of the diamond but refuses to make them 
known. In the end, although Blake is able to vindicate himself from the crime of the stolen 
Moonstone, he is not able to clear himself from the role he played in Rosanna’s untimely death. 
Rosanna’s commitment to drawing suspicion away from Blake and onto herself still did nothing 
to change his “indifference” toward a “poor” and “deformed” (Collins 329, 306, 36) woman. Her 
decision to keep her lover’s secret and to avoid his “coolness” (324) is what truly led to 
Rosanna’s unfortunate demise.  
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Continually described as ‘poor’ and despondent due to her physical disability, Rosanna 
seems to fulfill the sentimental characterization of bodily impairment commonly found in most 
nineteenth-century novels. Like most disabled bodies that “functioned as shorthand for pity” 
(Mossman and Stoddard Holmes 498) to encourage the sympathy of an able-bodied audience, 
Rosanna’s body is initially framed in terms of emotional excess. Through the opening narrative 
of Gabriel Betteredge, a loyal family steward, we are first introduced to Rosanna. Betteredge 
describes Rosanna by remarking on her appearance: “there was certainly no beauty about her to 
make others envious; she was the plainest woman in the house, with the additional misfortune of 
having one shoulder bigger than the other” (Collins 35). It is the “additional misfortune” that 
soon characterizes not only Rosanna’s appearance but her entire identity (Mossman 488). 
Betteredge briefly glosses over the particulars of her “miserable story” (Collins 34), telling the 
reader how she became the second housemaid to the Verinder family. She was found in a 
London Reformatory “intended to save forlorn women from drifting back into bad ways” (34), 
which in Rosanna’s case was thievery. Lady Verinder, Rachel’s mother, offered Rosanna the 
chance to prove herself worthy of a “Christian’s woman’s interest” (34) by employing her. 
Betteredge claims she had proved herself worthy many a time, but despite keeping her story a 
secret from the other servants, she failed to get along with them. A clearly isolated and detached 
character, Rosanna is continually described by Betteredge as a “strange” girl (40, 35). He further 
frames her in this light when he finds her at her favorite spot along the Yorkshire coast called 
The Shivering Sand: “there she was, in her little straw bonnet, and her plain grey cloak that she 
always wore to hide her deformed shoulder … there she was, all alone, looking out on the 
quicksand and the sea” (36). With the image he frames, the message Betteredge is trying convey 
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becomes clear: “Rosanna must be pitied because she is physically different and pathetically so – 
she is female, poor, alone, and most of all deformed” (Mossman 488).   
As in most Victorian novels, the visual nature of disability plays a key role in The 
Moonstone. Rosanna is chiefly defined by her visible disability. As Betteredge attempts to frame 
and interpret Rosanna’s exterior, he engages in what Rosemarie Garland-Thomson describes as 
the “politics of staring” (“The Politics” 1) at bodily impairment. Most able-bodied people who 
stare at the visibly disabled register “the perception of difference and give[…] meaning to 
impairment by making it as aberrant,” instead of acknowledging it as “simply one more variation 
in human form” (Garland-Thomson, “The Politics” 1-2). It is Betteredge who most often 
attempts to regulate Rosanna’s body or to “manage its exterior’s disruptive potential” (Mossman 
488). His treatment of Rosanna demonstrates how physical differences were stereotyped and 
understood by nineteenth-century English society. Mark Mossman claims that a body that is 
“disruptive in the visual field is framed” and “simultaneously stereotyped in [Victorian] culture 
at large as a body to be pitied, a body that instantly invokes sympathy” (488) from those who do 
not suffer the same ‘misfortune’. Thus, Rosanna’s body is regulated by what constitutes the 
‘normative’ gaze as it attempts to understand and control that which is recognized as ‘abnormal’. 
Rosanna is reduced to an object of pity so that Betteredge and others around her can more easily 
read her body, rather than be confused as to what it means or signifies. Mossman further 
describes Betteredge’s categorization of Rosanna’s body as abnormal as a moment of 
“compulsory subordination,” or an “ordering of disorder,” when a body that is “wild, 
undisciplined, incoherent, and irrational” is “defined, administered, and controlled” (488). 
Rosanna is defined not only by her physical difference but also by her past that, just like her 
deformed shoulder, needs to be kept hidden (488).  
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 Collins’s characterization of Rosanna demonstrates the Victorian belief in the connection 
between physical status and inner morality. Rosanna’s thievery and her time spent in a 
reformatory, a correctional institution characterized by its efforts to rehabilitate criminal women 
and mold them into “docile bodies,” exemplifies Cindy LaCom’s description of the link between 
a “‘deformed’ body and deformed principles”:  
 [P]hysical disabilities that ‘disfigured’ women … were literally and symbolically 
crippling, and writers like Trollope (re)inscribed a negative attitude by associating female 
disability with diseased female sexuality and suspect morality. Medical and religious 
assumptions that connected a ‘whole’ body with a ‘wholesome’ soul further exiled 
women with physical disabilities… (Foucault qtd. in Schwan, “‘Dreadful’” 108; LaCom 
193, 190). 
All criminal women, whether disabled or able-bodied, were considered ‘deformed’ in body and 
mind during the nineteenth century. Mary Carpenter, an English social reformer, considered 
criminal women to be the most “dangerous” (qtd. in Schwan, “‘Dreadful’” 109) defect to society, 
as she deemed their choice to relinquish their moral and gender roles a threat to the entire 
framework on which society was built. Associating the bodies of criminal women with “poison, 
corruption … and disease” that needed to be “contained and disciplined,” Carpenter 
foreshadowed Ceasar Lombroso’s fin-de-siècle work on criminal atavism, which also described 
female criminals as “completely and intensely depraved” and natural-born “monsters” (qtd. in 
Schwan “‘Dreadful’” 112, 113; qtd. in Zedner 82). Given how her body fits into many of the 
categories which Victorian society considers to be threatening and disruptive, it is no wonder 
that Betteredge attempts to frame and control Rosanna. The facts of her past develop the 
perceptual link between her body and morality, and as Mossman argues “Rosanna is ‘deformed’ 
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both physically and mentally … her interior person is inseparably linked to her outer exterior, to 
the impairment/disability/abnormalcy [sic] of her body” (489). It is also no surprise that 
Rosanna’s criminal past implicates her in the investigation of the missing Moonstone.  
 Continuing to draw connections between the body and crime, Betteredge thinks “directly 
of Rosanna Spearman” (Collins 99) when the local superintendent begins his inquiries about the 
characters of the servants employed at the Verinder house. Once Sergeant Cuff, the case’s chief 
detective, arrives on the scene, he instantaneously recognizes Rosanna and starts to draw 
conclusions about her role in the theft. Ann Parks argues that Collins plays with reader’s ideas 
about “crookedness” (11), or the connection between deformed bodies and deformed principles, 
when he describes Rosanna through Cuff’s eyes:  
Sergeant Cuff looked attentively at our second housemaid – at her face, when she 
came in; at her crooked shoulder, when she went out. 
“Have you anything more to say to me?” asked my lady, still eager as ever to be 
out of the Sergeant’s society. The great Cuff opened the washing-book, understood it 
perfectly …  
“I venture to trouble your ladyship with one last question,” he said.  
“Has the young woman who brought us this book been in your employment as 
long as the other servants?”  
“Why do you ask?” said my lady.  
“The last time I saw her,” answered the Sergeant, “she was in prison for theft.” 
(Collins 119) 
In this scene, Collins switches his description of Rosanna from being ‘deformed’ to, now, being 
‘crooked,’ furthering the link between her physiognomy and criminal behaviour (Parks 12). Cuff 
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later concludes that Rosanna and Rachel have orchestrated the crime together: “Miss Verinder 
has been in secret possession of the Moonstone from first to last; and she has taken Rosanna 
Spearman into her confidence, because she has calculated on our suspecting Rosanna Spearman 
of the theft. There is the whole case in a nutshell” (Collins 143). However, that is not the whole 
case in a nutshell; neither Rosanna nor Rachel has stolen the diamond, yet this is what Cuff’s 
‘reading’ of Rosanna leads him to deduce. Because of her body’s physical status and her history 
as a convict, Rosanna is automatically deemed guilty not just for the crime of the stolen 
Moonstone but for the offence of being abnormal. Cuff, like Betteredge and Mary Carpenter, 
perceives Rosanna’s disabled and criminal body as a threat that needs to be contained. As the 
narrative progresses, the more that characters like Betteredge, Cuff, and later Franklin Blake, 
attempt to ‘read’ and ‘control’ the abnormal body, the more that Collins portrays such attempts 
as harmful and futile. 
 Through the lens of the normative gaze, Rosanna is regarded as pitiable yet potentially 
dangerous. Most characters in the novel invest more in the sentimental characterization of 
Rosanna as it conforms to the familiar cultural identity of the ‘tragic’ disabled woman. Deformed 
women in the Victorian era were particularly sentimentalized because of the belief that physical 
disability caused emotional suffering as well as physical pain (Bourrier 6). The supposed 
emotional impact of deformity was recorded in nineteenth-century medical literature. In his 1846 
Lectures on the Nature and Treatment of Deformities, the physician R.W. Tamplin argues that 
because “the deformed … have been regarded as loathsome in body... they have often isolated 
themselves” (Tamplin 10), thus causing them emotional distress. Yet, in The Moonstone, 
Rosanna does not isolate herself as a result of the perceived anguish she endures because of her 
deformity. Betteredge informs the reader early on in his narrative that Rosanna’s fellow servants 
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dislike her for “her silent tongue and isolated ways” (Collins 35). What they resent the most 
about her is the way that she gives “herself airs” (35). As “plain” and “queer,” Rosanna 
possesses something “that wasn’t like a housemaid, and that was like a lady” (35). Neither 
Betteredge nor any of the other servants can pin down exactly what makes her seem this way. 
They fail to comprehend the meaning of her interior essence in relation to her outward 
appearance, or how it is even possible that an obscure servant like herself could have ‘airs.’ 
Despite his characters attempts to make readable and thus limit Rosanna’s disruptive body, 
Collins shows how the disabled maid refuses to stay within the boundaries that normative society 
imposes around her. 
 Nowhere does Rosanna push boundaries more effectively than when she becomes 
infatuated with a man well outside of her social station. When Rosanna first meets Franklin 
Blake, she expresses her attraction for the “bright-eyed young gentleman” with “deep[…] red”  
(39) blushes, quite like Madonna in Hide and Seek. Penelope, Betteredge’s daughter, easily 
interprets what Rosanna’s rosiness means, telling her father that “there’s only one explanation of 
it. Rosanna has fallen in love with Mr. Franklin Blake at first sight” (58). Betteredge finds the 
idea of Rosanna’s cross-class infatuation to be ludicrous:  
You have heard of beautiful young ladies falling in love at first sight, and have thought it 
natural enough. But a housemaid out of a reformatory, with a plain face and a deformed 
shoulder, falling in love … with a gentleman who comes on a visit to her mistress’s 
house, match me that, in the way of an absurdity, out of any story-book in Christendom. 
(58) 
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Betteredge believes staunchly in the social hierarchy and “cannot conceive of such a profound 
inversion of class and gender conventions” (Steere 72). Nor can he fathom that a disabled 
woman, who is supposed to embody the miseries of women who are excluded from the 
normative sexual economy, could ever dream that an able-bodied gentleman could “possess any 
interest in her” (Stoddard Holmes “The Twin” 224; Collins 58). The steward demonstrates the 
normative assumption that a disabled woman’s condition “(consisting of both her disability and 
her single status) is such an essential part of her identity,” that is unlikely that she could ever 
“contemplate a romantic relationship” (LaCom 197). Yet, Rosanna gets “angry” when people 
like Penelope and her father “suppose” (Collins 58) that she has no chance of attracting Blake. 
While Penelope initially had sympathy for Rosanna, she later describes the maid as “monstrous” 
for “forg[etting] herself and her station” (153) as she continued to pursue an upper-class man. 
Tamar Heller argues that it is Rosanna’s love for Blake that makes her deformed shoulder 
symbolize her desire to “get above herself” (148) and transgress the limitations normative 
society enforces upon her. Despite people’s belief in her inferiority in class and physicality, 
Rosanna declares herself just as worthy of the affections of Blake as her mistress, Rachel 
Verinder.  
 Rosanna compares herself to Rachel, and, in doing so, considers how little distance there 
is between a servant such as herself and a member of the middle class. Ann Peak describes how 
servants in Victorian fiction are often portrayed as “pale reflections or unrefined imitations of 
their betters” (844). However, Rosanna wonders why Blake never “noticed” (Collins 321 or 329) 
her, or why her love for a gentleman should be considered taboo when the only real difference 
between the genteel Rachel and herself is their clothing: “Suppose you put Miss Rachel into a 
servant’s dress, and took her ornaments off … ?” (Steere 73; Collins 318). Here Rosanna implies 
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that the lines between servant and mistress could easily be crossed, that a “woman can one day 
be a lady and the next a servant” (Peak 849). Demonstrating the ways in which the sensation 
novel acts as “a locus of anxiety about instabilities of class, gender, and identity,” Collins in The 
Moonstone employs one of his favourite plot devices, ‘the twin structure’, by connecting 
Rosanna and Rachel – who may seem “worlds apart in terms of class and normative physical 
beauty” –not only through their love for Franklin, but also by their “respective functions in the 
mystery plot” (Peak 844;  Stoddard Holmes, “Bolder”  70). The silence of both women has “the 
same source – a belief in Franklin’s guilt – [as well as] the same effect on the novel … creat[ing] 
the mystery blocking the information required to find the thief” (70). However, the form the two 
women’s silence takes also demonstrates the significant differences between them. Rachel 
maintains her silence until late in the book, and, as a result, “her consciousness is so slimly 
represented that she is never a fully realized character” (70). Rosanna’s silence, on the other 
hand, transforms her into an example of Heller’s description of ‘buried writing,’ which allows 
her to literally address Blake in a letter, but metaphorically ensures that her death remains 
anything but silent. Her friend, Limping Lucy, plays a main role in affirming that Rosanna’s 
death does not go without its due.  
Limping Lucy: The Voice of Resistance 
 Like Rosanna, “her only friend” (Collins 36), Limping Lucy, is defined – and literally 
named – by her physical disability. Betteredge introduces us to the second of the “two deformed” 
girls in the novel by describing Lucy as “weak and weary” and suffering from a “lame foot” 
(132, 133, 190). Lucy’s impairment overtakes any other perception of her body, as when Blake 
later observes her as   
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[a] wan, wild, haggard girl, with remarkably beautiful hair, and with a fierce keenness in 
her eyes … limping up on a crutch … look[ing] at me as if I was an object of mingled 
interest and horror, which it quite fascinated her to see… My attention was absorbed in 
following the sound of the girl’s crutch. Thump-thump, up the wooden stairs; thump-
thump across the room above our heads; thump-thump down the stairs again – and there 
stood the apparition at the open door, with a letter in its hand, beckoning me out! (308) 
Blake’s notice of Lucy’s ‘beautiful hair’ and ‘fierce’ eyes is overwhelmed, and ultimately 
dismissed, by the sound of her crutches. Similar to her friend, Lucy’s “exterior difference 
determines and defines her interior self” (Mossman 489). Subjected to Betteredge’s and Blake’s 
appraisal, Lucy is also perceived and controlled by the normative gaze, which locates abnormal 
bodies on the margins of society. Despite being introduced as ‘weak,’ Lucy proves to be 
anything but feeble when she defiantly confronts the man she believes is responsible for the 
“murder[…]” (Collins 191) of her lovelorn friend. 
 After Rosanna’s suicide, when Blake tries to obtain from Lucy the dead woman’s letter, 
Lucy proceeds to tell Blake exactly what she thinks of him. As Parks writes, “Lucy’s purpose is 
to champion Rosanna, to resume Rosanna’s role as a disabled woman in a powerful manner” 
(24), and to denounce the normative gaze’s framing of the disabled woman as pitiable and dis-
regardable. During her confrontation with Blake, Lucy sizes the gentleman up:  
“Stand there,” she said, “I want to look at you.”  
There was no mistaking the expression on her face. I inspired her with the strongest 
emotions of abhorrence and disgust. Let me not be vain enough to say that no woman had ever 
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looked at me in this manner before… I attempted to direct Limping Lucy’s attention to some less 
revolting object than my face. (Collins 308-309) 
Here, the tables have turned; instead of Blake appraising Lucy and declaring her abnormal, Lucy 
eyes Blake and proclaims him offensive and unappealing. Rather than remaining subservient to 
Blake’s normative gaze that attempts to contain and diminish her, Lucy ‘stares back’ and 
ultimately dismisses him (Mossman 491). The fact that she refuses to be ‘weak,’ or act according 
to the way that her body is ‘read’ or perceived, demonstrates that Lucy “rejects her impaired 
body’s status as a marginalized, negative, insignificant object to be either pitied or ignored” 
(490), and, in doing so, claims her own personhood. In giving Lucy an assertive subjectivity, 
Collins makes her the voice of resistance for marginalized people like herself and Rosanna. 
 Instead of being ignored like her friend who spent her last days desperately vying for the 
attention of Franklin Blake, Lucy uses her “clear voice” (Collins 190) to speak out against the 
injustices faced by women and the lower classes. She provides a “momentary eruption of 
resistance” (Fernandez 102) when she protests against class privilege. By adopting the 
melodramatic mode, which attempts to manage “the most profound problems” specific to 
Victorian culture, Collins allows Lucy to express social discontent over the “power relations of 
class and gender that operate” so favourably for Blake: “Ha, Mr Betteredge, the day is not far off 
when the poor will rise against the rich. I pray Heaven they begin with [Blake]. I pray Heaven 
they may begin with him” (Vicinus qtd. in Stoddard Holmes, “Performing” 9; Nayder 124; 
Fernandez 102; Collins 192). Lucy’s rebellious words demonstrates the melodramatic mode’s 
mission to call attention to and alleviate the social conflicts that persist in a ‘post-sacred world.’ 
Ruth Ashton argues that Collins physically disables Lucy in order to make her defiance 
acceptable, as threats to the social hierarchy are uttered by a deformed and “presumed defective” 
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(31) woman, and thus can more easily be defused. Blake’s interpretation of Lucy’s behaviour as 
“mad[ness]” (Collins 309) may be a sign of Collins’s attempt to quell his disabled character’s 
resistance. However, Blake’s eager rejection of Lucy’s anger provokes readers to question 
whether her protest “is not so much madness as an impassioned, yet reasoned, reflection on 
Blake’s apparent lack of consideration for her friend, and by implication, other female servants” 
(Schwan, Convict 86) and disabled women. Despite Betteredge’s and Blake’s best efforts to 
control the narrative and deny abnormal bodies a place within it, Lucy asserts herself through her 
rebellious ‘voice’, which I consider is only strengthened and empowered by her physical 
difference.  
 In The Moonstone, Collins once again posits that disability could be liberating for 
women. While scholars have considered the exclusion of disabled women from the heterosexual 
economy to be unjust, they have not identified the ways that this exclusion could be positive. 
LaCom notes that a patriarchal society, which “valorized” women’s maternal function, and 
“cherished” (190) their beauty, confined women to the home during the nineteenth century. Yet, 
as Parks adds, if physical beauty led women to being restricted to the roles of wife and mother, 
“then it would follow that physical disabilities could actually free some women from the 
marriages that confined their more ‘valorized’ sisters” (35). Although Betteredge and the 
respectable Victorian audience he represents consider Lucy’s incapacity to attract a suitor to be a 
great “misfortune[…]” (Collins 190), Lucy herself views the circumstances in a more favorable 
light. Unlike Rosanna, Lucy has no interest in being admired by men and considers “[n]o man 
worth … fretting for” (191). Prior to her friend’s death, Lucy planned to live and work 
independently in London with Rosanna “like sisters” (191). Lucy desires a life outside of the 
domestic sphere that is not governed by male rule. By imagining a life where she and Rosanna 
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live by their “needles” (191), Lucy posits an alternative lifestyle to the one that most physically 
attractive able-bodied women like Rachel Verinder are confined to.  
While Lucy’s disability excludes her from heterosexual marriage, Rachel’s able-bodied-
ness forces her into a less-than-desirable one (Parks 39). Similar to Lucy, Rachel early in the 
novel is described as possessing a fierce “temper” (Collins 331). When she comes to believe that 
Blake has stolen her diamond, she lashes out at Sergeant Cuff:  
 “Do your duty by yourself – and don’t allow Mr. Franklin Blake to help you!”  
She said those words so spitefully, so savagely, with such an extraordinary outbreak of 
ill-will towards Mr. Franklin, in her voice and in her look, that … [Betteredge] was ashamed of 
Miss Rachel for the first time in [his] life. (111) 
Rachel’s anger may come from her suspicion of Blake’s thievery, but it also stems from “rage 
regarding men’s power over her” (Parks 27). Unlike that of Lucy, however, Rachel’s fury easily 
fizzles out in the presence of handsome, domineering men. When Blake goes to confront Rachel 
about her suspicions of him, she at first resists his allure: 
There was a moment when I [Blake] thought the kisses were returned … With a cry 
which was like a cry of horror – she thrust me back from her… 
“You coward!” … 
Those were her first words! The most unendurable reproach that a woman can address to 
a man, was the reproach that she picked out to address Me. (Collins 345) 
The capitalized “me” refers to Blake as god-like, and Rachel, due to “some influence 
independent of her own will,” cannot but help to submit to him (344; Parks 28). Once Blake 
takes her hand, he becomes her ‘master’ and she is rendered powerless:  
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My touch seemed to have the same effect on her which the sound of my voice had 
produced when I first entered the room. After she had said the word which called me a 
coward, after she had made the avowal which branded me as a thief – while her hand lay 
in mine I was her master still. (Collins 347) 
As a woman with a disability, Lucy has no master to control her and rob her of her power. 
Ashton claims that, whereas Lucy’s “able-bodied counterparts require an invisible crutch to 
transport themselves through Victorian society, most often in the form of a husband and a 
heightened social position, Limping Lucy’s crutch and defect are visible” (33) and only serve to 
empower her rather than limit her. Lucy has the courage to look men in the eye, tell them what 
she thinks of them, and to defy social conventions that dictate how disabled women as well as 
able-bodied women should behave. When she warns Betteredge that if Blake wants to know 
thetruth of the missing diamond, then “he must come back here, and get it from Me” (Collins 
193), Lucy once again challenges Blake’s power and quest to restore his reputation. The letter 
she safeguards allows not only for Rosanna to regain control of the narrative but for Collins to 
continue critiquing normative culture’s view of all the marginal categories disabled women 
inhabit. 
Invisible Yet Visible: Acknowledging the Physically Disabled Woman as a Sexual Subject 
 In her posthumous letter, Rosanna once more transgresses the boundaries that Victorian 
society imposes upon the abnormal body. The letter confesses Rosanna’s “love” (317) for 
Franklin Blake, who, while reading the deceased woman’s correspondence, still cannot 
comprehend how a disabled woman could have the audacity to consider herself worthy of 
attention, let alone affection. In his earlier encounters with Rosanna, Blake describes the maid as 
a “ghost” (147), similar to the way he perceives Lucy as an ‘apparition.’ Both Rosanna and Lucy 
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are so marginalized by Blake that he fails to even see them, as in response to Rosanna’s claim 
that she “tried” so hard to get Blake “to look at her,” he writes “poor creature. I never noticed 
her” (318, 329). Schwan argues that by emphasizing Blake’s failure to see Rosanna, “Collins 
symbolically forces the reader to look at women like Rosanna” and Lucy and make their stories 
“visible” (Convict 84). In her letter, Rosanna identifies the ways that the normative gaze limits 
and disables her:  
 “You’re a plain girl; you have got a crooked shoulder; you’re only a housemaid – what 
do you mean by attempting to speak to Me?” You never uttered a word of that, Mr 
Franklin; but you said it all to me, nevertheless! (Collins 331). 
Rosanna critiques the controlling state of normalcy, and, through her buried writing, endlessly 
iterates for Franklin Blake and readers the painful subject position in which the normative gaze 
puts disabled bodies (Stoddard Holmes, “Bolder” 71). By writing to Blake, she, like Lucy, 
‘stares back’ at those who marginalize her, and directly defies their assumptions about the 
abnormal body by refusing to be ‘invisible’ or ignored. Although it may have required her death 
to achieve, she, like her friend, has found a ‘clear voice’ to claim and express her own 
subjectivity through ‘buried writing.’ 
 Once Blake discovers the letter Rosanna buried for him near the Shivering Sands, the 
disabled woman ceases the silence and invisibility that characterized her earlier in the novel. As 
a symbol of buried writing, which is affiliated with the “thematics [sic] of secrecy, transgression, 
and illegitimacy,” Rosanna’s letter expresses a woman’s “repressed or buried desires” (Heller 2, 
5). Unlike Hide and Seek, which for the most part uses a narrator to describe Madonna’s 
passionate feelings for her, The Moonstone places Rosanna in the position to communicate her 
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own sexual desires and frustrations. Rosanna represents an important expansion of Collins’s 
exploration of disabled women’s sexuality because instead of asking the audience to interpret 
how she feels, as Collins asks audiences to do with Madonna, Rosanna explicitly articulates her 
love for Blake in her own words.  
 Rosanna shamelessly communicates her “forbidden desires” (Fernandez 101) in her 
letter. She describes the way that Franklin made her “knees tremble,” causing her to feel like she 
“should drop on the floor at [his] feet” (Collins 324) any time she was in his presence. She 
speaks of feelings that “leapt up in me at the instant I set eyes on you” (318). Rosanna not only 
conveys sexual desire through physical signs like Collins’s first disabled heroine but verbalizes 
and professes her sexual yearnings directly to the man she loves and to the audience who reads 
her letter along with him. Rosanna is aware that she is transgressing the conventions Victorians 
formulated about sexuality not only for disabled women but for able-bodied women as well. 
 Considering that the Victorians believed that no ‘normal’ woman felt or expressed sexual 
attraction, Rosanna is an ‘abnormally’ sexual woman. According to Nancy Cott’s theory of 
‘passionlessness,’ nineteenth-century sexual ideology defined women as inherently lacking 
“sexual appetite[…]” or “aggressiveness” (220). Only ‘deviant’ women possessed carnal natures. 
In her letter, Rosanna acknowledges the gender codes that dictate how properly feminized and 
respectable women should behave. She writes that “it would be very disgraceful” of her to tell 
Blake how she feels if she were “a living woman” (Collins 317). But, now, since by the time he 
reads her letter, she will be “dead and gone,” she feels “bold” (317) enough to express what she 
was too afraid to say while alive. Collins once again employs the melodramatic mode to allow 
women to express emotions that they have been conditioned to suppress. As a melodramatic 
moment, Rosanna’s letter writing allows her to reach “full expressivity” (Brooks 4) by revealing 
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feelings that she has been harbouring for Blake. In comparison to her able-bodied double Rachel, 
Rosanna achieves a ‘victory over repression’ when she chooses to be ‘bold’ enough to voice her 
passions. 
 While Rosanna’s voice is ultimately heard, Rachel’s voice is silenced by the end of The 
Moonstone. As previously mentioned, Rachel does not at first fit easily into the role of the 
passive and speechless Angel in the House as demonstrated by her ‘savage’ temper. She, like 
Rosanna, has “bold” moments, such as when she communicates with one of her suitors and is 
described as being ‘loud’ in voice and, thus, “wanting in every female charm” (Collins 239). In 
order to be marriageable, Rachel must be silenced, and deprived of a voice she is, as she is 
described as ‘silent’ when she watches over Franklin, “absorbed in her love” (429) for him right 
before they are married. Rachel fulfills the ‘passionless’ Angel in the House role when she is 
officially characterized by an absence of sexuality, typical of ‘normal’ women (Cott 220). It is 
Blake who pursues Rachel, and never the other way around. She is described as being ‘mastered’ 
and yielding to his sexual desires. Rosanna, on the other hand, represents an alternative to the 
desireless and submissive femininity that Rachel depicts as she pursues Blake (albeit a futile 
endeavor) and does not lose her voice in the process. As Stoddard Holmes reiterates, because 
Rosanna’s passions are expressed, “preserved in writing and thus in the ‘documents’ that 
comprise The Moonstone, her effect on the novel and her place in the memories of its readers 
resonates much more strongly than Rachel’s” (“Bolder” 71). As a melodramatic and thus more 
emotional double, Rosanna conveys what Rachel and other Victorian women were concealing 
under the guise of ‘passionless’, cold reserves. 
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A Liberating Space 
 In The Moonstone, Collins once again creates a progressive portrayal of a desiring 
disabled woman. While Rosanna makes Blake feel uncomfortable as he continues to read her 
frank confession of love and feels his “mind growing bitterer and bitterer against” (Collins 322) 
her, the novel itself honours her passion. Rather than continuing to believe that Rosanna has no 
right to feel anything for Blake, Betteredge changes his tune by the end of the novel by saying 
“It’s natural, sir, in you. And, God help us all! … it’s no less natural in her” (322). The 
Moonstone is more progressive than Hide and Seek when it comes to reimagining disabled 
women’s place in the Victorian heterosexual economy, as it claims that Rosanna has every right 
to play the role of a lover, and considers society’s refusal to see her as a potential suitor for Blake 
as a form of injustice. Blake’s refusal to read Rosanna’s letter demonstrates that he continues to 
not ‘notice’ the disabled maid or her narrative, which is a criticism of class privilege he 
repeatedly fails to recognize (Heller 156). Similar to Hide and Seek, The Moonstone conforms to 
David T. Mitchell’s and Sharon Snyder’s theory of ‘narrative prosthesis’ as it refuses to return 
the abnormal body to its place outside of “the land of the normative” (8). Rather than 
pathologizing Rosanna’s body as ‘dangerous’ for its potential to transmit not only physical 
impairment but mental deviance or criminality, Collins chooses to focus on how her body is 
similar to other ‘normal’ female bodies, capable of feeling love for another, but also worthy of 
being loved in return. Once again, Collins demonstrates how the sensation novel disrupts the 
binaries upon which Victorian society structured their lives, such as normal/abnormal and 
able/disabled, and imagines a more liberating space for excluded and alienated bodies like 
Rosanna’s and Lucy’s to occupy. 
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 When Lucy describes the plans she had for herself and Rosanna, she offers a window into 
a world which is not defined by the normative gaze. Speaking to Betteredge about what it would 
have been like for herself and Rosanna to live in London together, Lucy says that “[Rosanna] 
might have been happy with me… I meant to take her away from the mortification she was 
suffering … We should have had a little lodging in London, and lived together like sisters” 
(Collins 191). Here, Lucy imagines a social space where the marginalized are given “legitimate 
[social] status and power” (Mossman 490) –  a place wherein the oppressive norms that place the 
disabled, the female sex, and the poor on the margins of society are no longer relevant. In doing 
so, she offers an alternative perspective to normative culture (491). Lucy is aware of the class 
and gender inequalities that ‘disable’ women, not just women with bodily impairments, but able-
bodied women as well, who are required to feel and speak nothing of desire. She dreams of a 
space where men do not set the rules and confine women to ‘emotionless’ existences, but, 
instead, where women are independent and free to feel and say what they wish. Collins in The 
Moonstone demonstrates a reality “where ‘unknown’ depths of interiority come to displace and 
redefine” (Stoddard Holmes and Mossman, “Disability” 495) the Victorians’ reading of the 
abnormal body. This reality is where bodily stereotypes do not stand, where the lines between 
abnormal/normal and disabled/able are blurred, and even dismissed, and where women with 
disabilities like Lucy and Rosanna can finally transcend the limitations a judgmental Victorian 
society imposes upon them. 
 In the end, as the miserable twin to Rachel’s blessed and more favourable existence, 
Rosanna dies unhappily and alone. Most critics agree that Rosanna reinforces the disabled 
woman’s identity as “a victimized centre of melodramatic pathos” (Stoddard Holmes, “Bolder” 
71) since she commits suicide in order to escape her emotional torment. And yet, although 
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Rosanna may fulfill aspects of the ‘pitiable’ disabled woman trope, in comparing the fates of 
Rosanna and Rachel one might ask who else is deserving of pity and compassion? Once Blake is 
cleared of any involvement in the case of the missing Moonstone, he and Rachel are united in 
holy matrimony as a sign that all is well in the land of Victorian domestic fiction. It may appear 
that Collins bows to convention by excising the disabled women from the plot in order to 
reinforce her exclusion from the realms of courtship and marriage. However, as Parks argues, 
while Collins may conform to conventional portrayals of disabled women, he also criticizes the 
supposed happy ending granted only to able-bodied women (Parks 62). Tim Dolin explains that 
the “age-old matrimonial ending” in Victorian literature becomes “a double sign of the heroine’s 
triumphant accession to a newly apotheosized middle-class domestic realm, and her ritual 
preparation for legal absorption and dispossession” (3). Ultimately, marital bliss for Rachel 
entails her loss of self-will demonstrated by the ‘bold’ and fierce outspokenness she exhibited 
earlier in the novel. Blake, it would seem then, is not only responsible for the death of Rosanna, 
but also of Rachel, in a different sense, as she disappears from the text to become Blake’s 
mastered and silenced “Wife” (Parks 67; Collins 463). Rosanna, in comparison, by committing 
her story to paper, ensures that she cannot be so easily silenced or erased. 
 In The Moonstone, Collins expands his exploration of disabled women’s sexual 
subjectivity. Rosanna more overtly conveys her sexuality than Madonna in Hide and Seek by 
expressing her desires in a first-hand narrative rather than by relying on the narrator’s or 
audience’s interpretation of her body’s external signs of passion. However, just like Madonna, 
Rosanna offers an imagining of an alternative to the passionless Victorian femininity that the 
character of Rachel Verinder represents. Although Rosanna is robbed of a future, her best friend 
Lucy dreams of one where not only disabled women but also their able-bodied sisters can escape 
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the restrictions and double standards Victorian society imposes on female sexuality, so that all 
women are free to express what they think and feel without restraint. The fact that Lucy 
ultimately withdraws back into her attic, and Rosanna jumps into the abyss, suggests that Lucy’s 
vision is still yet to be fulfilled. As Collins continued his career, by offering his readers a glimpse 
into fantasies like Lucy’s, he hoped he would inspire people to turn such dreams into reality. 
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Chapter Three  
 
Blind and ‘Bold’: The Sexual Empowerment of the Visually Impaired Female Body in Poor 
Miss Finch 
 
Introduction 
 Scholars have often called the assertive blind heroine in Poor Miss Finch a “radical” 
(Stoddard Holmes, “Bolder” 78; Carpenter, Health 147) character. Lucilla gets to fulfill two 
feminine roles that Madonna in Hide and Seek and Rosanna in The Moonstone as well as most 
other disabled female characters have been traditionally excluded from occupying: both a wife 
and a mother. Through his portrayal of a blind woman, Collins more distinctly challenges the 
common literary trope of depicting women with disabilities as outside of the normative sexual 
economy. In Victorian novels, blind women in particular are excluded from conventional 
heterosexual marriage plots not only because of their association with extreme physical and 
economic dependence but because of cultural fears about their potential to pass their impairment 
on to their offspring. In Poor Miss Finch, Collins defies the assumption that blind women are 
unfit for marriage and motherhood as he refuses to problematize or pathologize Lucilla’s 
blindness as a site for dangerous hereditary disease (Stoddard Holmes, “Bolder” 61, 83). Rather 
than following the tradition of thwarting the desires of a disabled heroine before they result in the 
reproduction of more impaired bodies, Collins chooses to replot the disabled woman’s sexual 
and reproductive ‘place’ in Poor Miss Finch by allowing Lucilla’s desires to transgress not only 
the barrier of marriage but also that of motherhood (61). Indeed, like Madonna and Rosanna, 
Lucilla is imbued with a ‘bold’ sexuality. However, in contrast to Collins’s other disabled female 
characters, Miss Finch is granted all the rewards a conventional Victorian heroine dreams of 
obtaining. In this chapter, I will examine how Lucilla’s assertive sexuality disrupts both the 
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literary conventions of the “nondesiring blind woman” (74) as well as the ‘passionless’ 
nineteenth-century nondisabled heroine. The fact that Lucilla not only expresses her sexual 
desires but considers herself a sexual subject makes her a truly radical character that offers a 
positive alternative to the Victorian ideal of a pure, suppressed, and silenced femininity. 
  Similar to Collins’s previous depictions of disabled femininity, Poor Miss Finch relies 
on the melodramatic mode to allow women with disabilities to convey emotions that Victorian 
women in general were prohibited from expressing. As a domestic melodrama, Poor Miss Finch 
plunges readers into the “realm of emotional” and sexual “reality” (Brooks 4) that nineteenth-
century British society wished to deny to women. Lucilla’s sexual reality is expressed more 
explicitly than Madonna’s or Rosanna’s as Collins ensures that she conveys and articulates her 
desires directly to the man she loves. Lucilla does not wait for others to interpret her emotions or 
read her confessions of love. Instead, she “owns” (Collins 60) and speaks freely of her passions 
as soon as they arise. “Nothing is left unsaid” (Brooks 4) in Poor Miss Finch as Collins makes 
Lucilla the most confident and voluble of his desiring disabled heroines.  
Not so “Poor” and Pitiable  
 In Poor Miss Finch, Collins proceeds to disregard conventional modes of portraying 
disability during the nineteenth century. In a dedicatory note addressed to a ‘Mrs Elliot’, Collins 
makes clear his intention to deviate from previous fiction’s sentimental depictions of blind 
female characters:  
 More than one charming girl, in fiction and in the drama, has preceded ‘Poor Miss 
Finch.’ But, so far as I know, blindness in these cases has always exhibited, more or less 
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exclusively, from the ideal and the sentimental point of view. The attempt here made is to 
appeal to an interest of another kind, by exhibiting blindness as it really is. (xxxix) 
While Collins’s attempt to explore the experience of blindness and the surgical restoration of 
sight often results in touches of realism, Poor Miss Finch is anything but an authentic realist 
novel, as one contemporary critic claimed it features “the most implausible plot in English 
fiction” (qtd. in Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 84). The novel begins when a French widow, 
Madame Pratolungo, is employed as the companion and music teacher to Lucilla Finch, a young 
lady who has been blind since early childhood. Not long after Madame Pratonlungo becomes 
acquainted with her new charge, Lucilla meets and falls in love with Oscar Dubourg, a 
mysterious young stranger who moves to the rural town of Dimchurch where Lucilla resides with 
her father, stepmother, and large brood of step-brothers and -sisters. During Lucilla’s and 
Oscar’s engagement, Oscar develops epilepsy, for which the only cure is a compound of silver 
nitrate that turns his skin a “livid blackish blue” (Collins 121). Unfortunately for him, Lucilla has 
an inexplicable but profound fear of dark colours, both in clothing and in persons. 
 Oscar’s desire to hide his physical transformation from Lucilla leads him to deceive his 
fiancé by telling her that his twin brother, Nugent, is “The Blue Man” (129) that her siblings and 
neighbors keep referring to. Oscar’s scheme backfires after Nugent arranges for two prominent 
surgeons to cure Lucilla of her blindness; her first vision is of Nugent, who after personally 
falling in love with Lucilla, convinces her that he is his brother and tries to rush the blind woman 
into marriage. Nugent manages to bring Lucilla to the brink of exchanging vows before she is 
rescued. The stress on Lucilla, largely caused by her romantic confusion over no longer feeling 
attracted to the man she is about to marry and not understanding why, contributes to her loss of 
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sight for the second time. The novel ends with the reconciliation between the two brothers and 
the marital union of Lucilla and Oscar, which eventually results in their parenthood.  
 Collins’s mission to challenge nineteenth-century stereotypes about disability in Poor 
Miss Finch begins as early as the title. “Poor” is a word that is often used to describe the 
supposed disadvantaged economic and physical status of blind women found both in literary and 
non-literary Victorian texts (Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 84). The novel’s title thus prepares us for 
the characteristic sentimental and abject portrait of a blind woman. In his dedication, Collins 
remarks that “it is … possible for bodily affliction itself to take its place among the ingredients 
of happiness” (Collins xl). His comment further constructs our expectation of reading a morally 
uplifting account of how a young disabled woman has come to nobly accept her impairment 
(Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 85; LaCom 192). Madame Pratolungo’s initial description of Lucilla 
conforms to this view, as she refers to her new student as “Young – lonely – blind,” and quickly 
responds to her by feeling “a sudden inspiration … [that] I should love her” (Collins 4). The girl 
the townspeople refer to as ‘Poor Miss Finch’ resides in the “ancient portion” (13) of a house 
once used as a convent. When Madame Pratolungo first observes her new charge, she appears as 
“a solitary figure in a pure white robe,” and, similarly to Madonna from Hide and Seek, bears 
resemblance to the “Virgin of Raphael” (13). However, Lucilla’s likeness to divine beauty ceases 
when one observes her “poor, dim, sightless eyes” (14). Thus, as Samuel Gladden writes, “our 
initial impression of Lucilla is informed by a coercive voice that equates blindness with 
isolation” (471). Over the course of the novel, Madame Pratolungo’s narrative encourages us to 
associate blindness with misery. Her repeated references to Lucilla as the “poor…, blind, lonely 
girl” (Collins 33) codes blindness as an undesirable, debilitating condition to be pitied (471). 
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Upon introducing his blind heroine, it seems as though Collins will continue to present disabled 
femininity in terms his audience is readily familiar with. 
 Similar to deafness and physical disability, blindness in Victorian discourses of bodily 
impairment was framed in terms of emotional excess. One example of how blind women were 
characterized as inherently pitiable can be found in the book Blindness and the Blind; or, A 
Treatise on the Science of Typhology (1872), authored by William Hanks Levy. Visually 
impaired himself, Levy describes blind women as “[w]eak in body, fearful in mind, utterly 
without friends and pecuniary resources and their condition almost rendered hopeless by the 
greatest of all afflictions, blindness” (Levy 373). He further claims that the “the position of the 
greater number of our poor sightless sisters is indeed exceedingly wretched” (373). Such 
opinions are precisely what Collins sought to challenge and reshape with his portrayal of a blind 
heroine. As in Hide and Seek, Collins in Poor Miss Finch attempts to disrupt the association 
between disability and pity. The stereotype of the physically dependent and extremely emotional 
blind woman is directly challenged once Lucilla begins to speak and act for herself. During one 
of their first outings together, when Madame Pratolungo offers her hand to Lucilla, the blind girl 
bursts into laughter and assures her companion: “I know my way better than you do. I roam all 
over the neighborhood” (Collins 18) with a cane. Madame Pratolungo discovers that Lucilla is 
not only physically but also financially independent as she possesses a generous inheritance 
bestowed to her by her late maternal uncle, which her father and stepsiblings greatly rely upon. 
Thus, Collins refuses to conform to the conventional portrayal of blind women as victims of their 
‘miserable affliction.’  
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 “Catching” Blindness 
Although Collins’s portrayal of an independent blind woman was ‘radical’ enough for 
most Victorian readers, his treatment of disabled female sexuality offers perhaps the most 
striking disruption from traditional patterns of representing disability. As examined in Hide and 
Seek and The Moonstone, nineteenth-century novels promote “the belief that a woman with an 
imperfect body should not seek a romantic relationship” (Agnew 26). Cindy LaCom argues that 
Victorian authors consistently represented the disabled female body “as a sign of … sexlessness” 
(192). As Collins amplified his opposition to notions of disabled women’s asexuality throughout 
his career, he was no longer hesitant to depict a woman with a disability as capable of 
experiencing a fulfilling romantic life by the time he wrote Poor Miss Finch. It is very explicit 
that Lucilla desires an amorous relationship with her newfound beau. By her second meeting 
with Oscar, Lucilla acts “so bold” that she “petrifie[s]” Pratolungo (Collins 37). Her companion 
is surprised to observe that “Instead of [Lucilla’s] blindness making her nervous in the presence 
of a man unknown to her, it appeared to have exactly the contrary effect. It made her fearless” 
(37). Lucilla is so audacious as to admit that touching Oscar stimulates her: “When Oscar takes 
[my hand], a delicious tingle runs from his hand into mine, and steals all over me” (147-148). 
From the start, Collins rejects conventions that depict blind and other disabled women as 
‘sexless’ through descriptions of Lucilla’s active desire. Collins’s decision to depict a blind 
woman as a sexual being would have been highly unusual, and even risky, considering the 
prevailing scientific beliefs about genetics and hereditary transmission of disease and disability 
that existed during the mid- to late-nineteenth century. 
In Victorian medical discourse, blindness is written about in the context of disease (rather 
than in the context of aging, accident, or various other causes) (Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 63). 
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The nineteenth century witnessed the emergence of ophthalmology, which eventually resulted in 
the recognition of the study and treatment of eye diseases as a legitimate medical profession 
(Carpenter, “A Cultural” 4). The cumulative effect of the increased interest in diseases of the eye 
was to make blindness a figure for disease itself, and particularly sexually transmitted disease 
(Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 64). Miasmists, or anticontagonists, claimed that diseases of the eye, 
like ophthalmias (inflammations of the eye that could cause loss of sight), were caused by the 
“the evils … [of] impure air” (“Diseases of the Eye”), or by various other environmental factors 
like damp, cold, and overcrowded living conditions. Contagonists believed that ophthalmias 
were transmitted via infectious discharge (Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 64). It seems that the only 
thing both miasmists and contagonists agreed upon when it came to ailments of the eye was the 
connection between blindness and venereal diseases. Some theories about the transmission of 
gonorrheal ophthalmia posited that the eye came in contact with gonorrheal matter through “the 
great inattention to cleanliness among the lower classes,” who are prone to term “all cases of 
ophthalmic disease … sore eyes” (Lawrence, “Lectures” 851). The most obvious connection that 
could be drawn between blindness and ‘dangerous sexuality’ was evidenced by the disease 
ophthalmia neonatorum, or baby’s sore eyes, a gonorrheal infection to which one ophthalmic 
surgeon in 1891 attributed 30% of all childhood blindness in England (Snell 926). As physicians 
continued to inscribe blindness as something that was transmitted interpersonally and sexually, 
they began to consider the female body as a site for the genesis of visual impairment that could 
be passed onto offspring (Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 65). 
Victorian theories of hereditary transmission often posited that blindness could be 
“caught” during a mother’s pregnancy and transmitted to her unborn child (65). As Martha 
Stoddard Holmes claims, although the theory of maternal impressions or frights may stretch our 
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present-day imaginations well-beyond their limits, “it was a commonplace belief among 
educated people” (65) during the nineteenth century. A letter to the editor of the Lancet in 1831 
demonstrates how the impressions of a mother during her pregnancy were believed to influence 
her child’s impairment:  
At Dover, some years ago, a lady was frightened by a ferrit whilst in a state of pregnancy; 
the child, when born, had eyes precisely like that animal; every child after had the same 
kind of eyes, and they all became blind, or nearly so, at the age of puberty. (Wright 464) 
Even William Hanks Levy in his Blindness and the Blind asserts that congenital blindness 
“seems usually to arise from a peculiar state of the nervous system in one of the parents, but 
chiefly that of the mother. … Sometimes the affliction is ascribed to the mother having seen a 
blind person before the birth of a child” (18). Such opinions on the genesis of blindness 
demonstrate the powerful and dangerous potential the Victorian believed women’s bodies held 
within their theories about the hereditary transmission of impairment. 
 Although maternal impressions remained a fierce topic of debate among physicians up 
until the end of the nineteenth century, most medical practitioners as well as the general public 
agreed “that heredity was a dynamic process beginning with conception and extending through 
weaning” (Rosenberg qtd. in Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 66). Both acquired weaknesses and the 
state of a parent’s body and mind at the moment of conception were believed to influence the 
formation of a child. As the physician Henry Maudsley writes, 
 Certain unfavourable conditions of life tend unquestionably to produce degeneracy of the 
individual; the morbid predisposition so generated is thus transmitted to the next 
generation, and, if the unfavorable conditions continue, is aggravated in it; and thus is 
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formed a morbid variety of the human kind, which is incapable of being a link in the line 
of progress of humanity. (609-610) 
Maudsley’s theories about heredity echo Alexander Graham Bell’s thoughts about the 
degenerative potential of deafness, which he described as a “great calamity to the world” (41). 
Thus, as a cultural sign, disability in the Victorian era pointed not only backward, to parental 
transgression and defect, but even more urgently forward, to future generations (Stoddard 
Holmes, “Bolder” 80). As briefly discussed in my examination of Collins’s representation of 
deafness in Hide and Seek, British nineteenth-century authors were hesitant to portray disabled 
woman as desirable or sexual because of prevalent medical and scientific understandings of 
bodily conditions and their potential to circulate. The fact that blindness was considered to be 
“one of the greatest calamities that can befal[l] human nature, short of death” (Lawrence, A 
Treatise 1), as one prominent ophthalmologist put it, may further clarify why blind women in 
fiction are often barred from the conventional female roles of marriage and motherhood. 
However, rather than confirming scientific theory and cultural opinion, Collins in Poor Miss 
Finch goes even further than he did in Hide and Seek by rejecting any suggestion that disability 
should prevent a woman from getting married or having children (Logan 110).  
‘The Passions of a (Blind) Woman’  
While other writers avoided the dangerous potential of the disabled female body by 
describing impaired women in their novels as undesirable and asexual, Collins provoked cultural 
fears and then dismissed them as non-problems by allowing his blind heroine to express her 
passions and inch progressively closer to sexual reproduction (Stoddard Holmes, “Bolder” 82). 
In comparison to Hide and Seek and The Moonstone, Collins takes the leap and finally represents 
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a disabled woman’s pursuit and fulfillment of a sexual relationship. Unlike Madonna’s and 
Rosanna’s, Lucilla’s desires are not dismissed or unrequited. To the surprise of Madame 
Pratolungo, Lucilla openly ‘chases’ after and expresses her sexual interest for the man she loves. 
It is Lucilla who makes the first move in her relationship with Oscar, as she immodestly initiates 
their first kiss while he is recovering from the injury that causes his epilepsy. After their tender 
embrace, Lucilla, who devotedly continues to sit by Oscar’s bedside, clarifies that her intentions 
are “to first cure him” and then “to be his wife” (Collins 85). As Lucilla daringly confesses her 
love for Oscar, Collins conforms to the melodramatic mode which allows characters, in general, 
to express the un-expressable, and women, in particular, to voice their passions.  
Lucilla’s lack of modesty in conjunction with her explicit sexuality would have been 
quite shocking for Victorian readers to comprehend. Her overt expression of “fond[ness]” (60) 
for Oscar significantly diverges from conventional portrayals of ‘passionless’ nineteenth-century 
heroines. Modesty, whether for a disabled or nondisabled woman, was the quintessential female 
virtue during the Victorian era (Cott 224). Demure behaviour exhibited by women in romantic 
relationships demonstrated their inherent ‘desireless’ status. Since the prevailing sexual ideology 
considered that women’s “sexual appetites contributed to a very minor part (if any at all) to their 
motivations,” women were expected to be passive recipients of admiration from men (Cott 220; 
Logan 96). Lucilla subverts the gender roles ascribed to Victorian women when she eagerly and 
blatantly conveys desire for Oscar. Earlier in the book when Lucilla tells Madame Pratolungo 
that she wishes to tell Oscar how “deeply”  she feels for him, Pratolungo tells her that she “can’t 
say this to a young man” because it “is the man’s place … - not the woman’s to own the truth 
first in matters of this sort” (Collins 60). Lucilla proves Pratolungo wrong as her demonstration 
of sexual commitment to Oscar when she showers him with kisses as she nurses him back to 
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health is rewarded with an offer of marriage. While Pratolungo strongly disapproves of Lucilla’s 
“leading the way” (89) of her and Oscar’s relationship, it is important to note that the music 
teacher never questions if Lucilla’s blindness would prevent her from becoming a proper wife or 
mother. The fact that she feels ‘delicious tingle[s],’ or claims that if a woman becomes aware of 
her infatuation for a man, she must “own it” (60), suggests that what makes Lucilla truly 
different from her nondisabled counterparts is not her visual impairment but her ability to 
possess and boldly express a sexual subjectivity. 
Lucilla’s blindness allows her to engage in behaviour that would have been shameful or 
transgressive for able-bodied women. As Catherine Peters argues, Lucilla, because of her 
blindness, is “set free from the prudishness and false modesty of the ordinary middle-class girl of 
her time” (xi). Madame Pratolungo theorizes that  
[m]odesty is essentially the growth of our own consciousness of the eyes of others 
judging us … blindness is never bashful, for the one simple reason that blindness does 
not see. … My poor Lucilla had always the bandage over her eyes. My poor Lucilla was 
never to meet her lover in the light. She had grown up with the passions of a woman – 
and yet, she had never advanced beyond the fearless primitive innocence of a child. 
(Collins 59-60) 
Because she is blind, Lucilla has not been subjected to the intense scrutiny of Victorian society. 
She is unaware of the judgemental gaze that trains women to suppress their feelings and conform 
to the modest behaviour expected of a pure and chaste nineteenth-century femininity. Heidi 
Logan claims that “by engaging with the issue of how seeing and being seen affects feminine 
shame,” Collins suggests that “typical ‘female modesty’ is not natural to women, but that they 
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have been socialized to behave this way through processes of surveillance and the 
encouragement of shame” (96). Free from the consciousness of other people’s critical stares and 
their power to enforce compliance to social standards, Lucilla outspokenly divulges ‘the passions 
of a woman’. Collins makes sure to never label these passions as belonging exclusively to that of 
a blind woman, and, instead describes Lucilla’s own desires as similar to those possessed by all 
women in general. In claiming that women are ‘passionate,’ Collins simultaneously rejects the 
assumptions that label all women, whether able or disabled, as void of sexual desire. Lucilla 
represents the ultimate alternative to the Victorian ideal of ‘passionless’ femininity as she 
maintains an emphatic sexuality and is rewarded with a satisfying romantic life. 
The Power of Blindness 
 While blindness traditionally removes women from the sexual realm, Collins makes it 
evident how central Lucilla’s visual impairment is to her bodily pleasures (Gladden 472). In 
most nineteenth-century novels, regained sight is usually the only circumstance in which blind 
female characters become sexual and marry (Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 86). As Elizabeth G. 
Gitter claims, “through the often melodramatic contrivance of medical recovery, lovers could be 
cured of blindness and made fit for marriage” (675). The cataract surgery performed by the 
occulist Herr Grosse in Poor Miss Finch both honors his role as the gateway to marriage, and 
subverts it, as his cure removes Lucilla’s ‘delicious tingles’ (Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 89).  
Lucilla’s regained sight is not associated with new sexuality but with the loss of the bodily 
pleasures she once felt, so much so that she shuts her eyes “to try and renew [her] blindness” (86; 
Collins 329). Lucilla laments that “In the time when I was blind, how I should have felt it! how 
the delicious tingle would have run through me when [Oscar] touched me! Nothing of the kind 
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happened now” (329). Grosse observes how Lucilla is no longer able to distinguish between her 
lover and his brother, and “acknowledges that his cure has produced its own injury” (Sparks 8):  
All those thrill-tingles that she once had when [Oscar] touched her, belong to [another] 
time – the time gone-by when her sight was in her fingers and not in her eyes. … It is a 
sort of swop-bargain between Nature and this poor girls of our ours. I take away your 
eyes – I give you your fine touch. I give you your eyes – I take away your fine touch. 
(Collins 404)  
The fact that Lucilla sees and embraces the wrong man after her surgery suggests how Collins 
demonstrates the way blindness constitutes “a state of sexual desire that sight removes, rather 
than the reverse” (Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 87). The author’s theory is confirmed by the fact 
that Lucilla is blind again when her true lover, as well as her sexuality, returns:  
For one awful moment, when she first felt the familiar touch, the blood left her cheeks. 
Her blind eyes dilated fearfully. She stood petrified. Then, with a long low cry – a cry of 
breathless rapture – she flung her arms passionately round his neck. The life flowed back 
into her face; her lovely smile just trembled on her parted lips; her breath came faint and 
quick and fluttering. In soft tones of ecstasy, with her lips on his cheek, she murmured 
the delicious words:  
 Oh, Oscar! I know you once more! (Collins 416-417) 
Gladden argues that Lucilla’s case disturbs the location of privilege within the blind/sighted 
binary, “since ‘poor Miss Finch’ rejects what would typically be regarded as desirable and even 
as healthy – that is, sight – in favour of the other term in the opposition” (472). Lucilla claims 
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that “blindness is my blessing. It has given me back my old delightful sensation” (Collins 417-
418). 
 Similar to the ways that Collins constructs deafness in Hide and Seek and physical 
disability in The Moonstone, blindness in Poor Miss Finch is described as a sort of power that is 
not available to most able-bodied heroines. It is Lucilla’s blindness that ensures she will marry 
the man she loves because it allows her to recognize him by touch. However, her visual 
impairment, like Madonna’s deafness, also enables her to feel and convey sexual feelings or 
‘sensations’ to which nondisabled Victorian women were supposed to be oblivious and numb. 
Collins makes it clear that if Lucilla were to have remained sighted, there is a good chance that 
she would have metamorphosized into a typical ‘passionless’ Angel in the House. Instead of 
describing how Lucilla fails to achieve the feminine ideals of the nineteenth century, Collins 
chooses to emphasize how Lucilla’s disability allows her to demonstrate a more liberating 
conception of female sexuality. The author’s choice to depict blindness as sexually empowering 
may explain why by the end of the novel he subverts Grosse’s role to transform Lucilla into a 
sighted, and, thus, conventionally marriageable woman. Lucilla’s decision to remain blind and 
not undergo a second operation demonstrates how she is aware of the power blindness gives her 
as she “Thank[s] God” to be blind once more because she is no longer deprived of the feelings of 
love that “live[…] in [her] blindness” (Collins 417, 418). Perhaps Collins suggests that it is 
better to be sightless than to be passionless and feel nothing at all. 
De-Pathologizing the Blind Female Body 
 In the latter half of Poor Miss Finch, Collins not only attempts to demonstrate the ways 
in which blindness can be empowering but also begins to complicate Victorian medical 
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conceptions of hereditary disease. Stoddard Holmes claims that Collins’s inclusion of various 
clinical details throughout the novel acts as a reminder of some of the serious nineteenth-century 
concerns about hereditary weakness that he eventually disregards as unserious concerns 
(“Bolder” 82). For example, Oscar’s epilepsy is treated with silver nitrate which is the same 
substance used to prevent babies’ sore eyes, the congenital blindness caused by mothers’ 
venereal infections and a substantial contributor to infant blindness during the nineteenth century 
(82). Elsewhere, while Lucilla’s congenital cataracts are not only a rare condition but also not a 
symbol of venereal disease that other kinds of infant visual impairments were, “the fact that her 
mother is dead, like so many other mothers of disabled women in literature, nonetheless evokes 
suspicions of familiar infirmity” (82). Lucilla’s stepmother’s awesome fertility further 
contributes to the atmosphere of hereditary weakness (and references to miasmatic concerns 
about disease arising from air, moisture and dirt) that swirls around in the novel (82). Mrs. Finch 
is described as a “damp woman … [n]ever completely dressed; always with a baby in one hand 
and a novel in the other” (Collins 10-11). The Finch home is bursting with children, fourteen in 
all, in “dirty frocks,” including one of “deficient intellect” (10-12). In the face of these relatively 
playful allusions to the transmission of impairment it is quite surprising that Lucilla’s own body 
is never pathologized throughout the novel. 
 I agree with Helen Williams’s assertion that Collins manages to avoid turning Lucilla 
into a “pathologized spectacle” (19) that proves Victorian theories about disease and hereditary 
transmission. While blindness usually acts as the sole deterrent to achieving marriage in most 
nineteenth-century novels, it is Oscar’s own disability that is treated as the true barrier to marital 
bliss in Poor Miss Finch. Epilepsy held its own notorious reputation within Victorian discourse 
about degeneracy. Drawing on Henry Maudsley’s theories to support his own critique of 
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degeneration, Max Nordau claimed that “the epileptic” is a “borderland dweller” (qtd. in Stirling 
38) located in the same place as other atavistic figures who threaten the progress of humanity. 
Although Collins never goes as far as agreeing with Maudsley and Nordeau, by pathologizing his 
epileptic character rather than his blind heroine, he manages to divert the overall focus on 
disabled women’s bodies as sites of danger and disease. While Oscar is described as “weak” 
(Collins 213), however, Collins minimizes the pathological interpretation of Oscar’s epilepsy in 
order to demonstrate that neither his nor Lucilla’s disability should affect their choice or ability 
to have children (Logan 100-101). Unlike in Hide and Seek, Collins is not deterred by fears of 
hereditary weakness in Poor Miss Finch. Despite the evident fact that Oscar’s and Lucilla’s 
children are the offspring of ‘abnormal bodies’, the novel seems to have no interest in what the 
status of their eyes or any other aspect of their embodiments is. Lucilla’s “little girl” and “eldest 
boy” (Collins 426) represent the ‘normal’ and not the sensational aspect of the domestic scene 
that Lucilla occupies (Stoddard Holmes, “Bolder” 83). 
 Indeed, Lucilla’s transformation from a single, financially dependent woman into a 
married mother is completely normalized throughout the course of the novel. Although Poor 
Miss Finch features a sensational plot, filled with many dramatic twists and turns and improbable 
situations, the disabled female body and its desires are not sensationalized in any way. The novel 
fulfills the characteristics of David T. Mitchell’s and Sharon L. Snyder’s “narrative prosthesis” 
as it refuses to satisfy normative expectations dictating that disabled women have no ‘place’ 
within the realm of human sexuality. The disabled body transgresses nineteenth-century social 
ideals in Poor Miss Finch as the community in which Lucilla lives never questions if she should 
marry and have children (the question is only posited when she meets a man who develops 
epilepsy) (Mitchell and Snyder, Narrative 8; Stoddard Holmes, Fictions 89). Her wish to become 
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a wife and mother and the fulfillment of this wish is accepted as the ambition possessed by any 
‘normal’ woman. As Mary Carpenter writes, what makes the plot of the novel truly radical is the 
fact that the blind woman does marry in the end, and appears to “become the most conventional 
of Victorian wives, completely occupied with her children, her husband, and domestic life” 
(147). And what is even more ground-breaking is that, unlike the conventional Victorian heroine, 
Lucilla is given a sexuality that when expressed is not punished or considered ‘deviant.’ Maybe 
the fact that Collins normalizes the ‘abnormal’ woman so drastically in comparison to his earlier 
novels is why Poor Miss Finch fell out of favour by the late nineteenth century.  
Diseased Imaginations  
 It seems that contemporary reviewers of Collins’s depiction of blindness were not thrilled 
by the author’s intention to exhibit the disability ‘as it really is.’ Critics were scathing about 
Collins’s supposedly failed attempt to realistically portray how the blind genuinely acted and 
felt. One anonymous critic in The Saturday Review, who deems Poor Miss Finch a “surgical and 
medical novel,” offers a critique of its use of realism: “We have little doubt that Mr. Wilkie 
Collins has made his blind girl more faithful to nature in thought, act, and speech than Lord 
Lytton’s Nydia. What then? Fidelity is, after all, not the foundation of all fiction” (The Saturday 
Review 283). The real problem for the reviewer was that Lucilla did not conform to the 
stereotype of ‘sexlessness’ expected of the blind heroine: “[I]t seems to us that an infirmity like 
blindness should chill the passions to a temperature in which it would be impossible for love to 
spring up” (Peters xv; The Saturday Review 283). Another anonymous reviewer in The Spectator 
also objects to Lucilla’s overt sexuality, claiming that her  
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story is one continuous history of feverish love and uncontrolled self-will … She is 
almost incapable of the smallest self-restraint … a more unspiritual character than 
Lucilla’s, disciplined as it should have been by a lifelong trial of the gravest kind, it 
would be more difficult to conceive. (qtd. in Peters xv)  
While Collins might have created a fictional world in which it was acceptable for a blind woman 
to be sensual, the real world in which he wrote found such a notion too impossible to even 
imagine. 
 One critic vehemently opposed Collins’s portrayal of disability in Poor Miss Finch as a 
representation of defective literature that threatened the imaginations of Victorian readers. In 
Fiction Fair and Foul, John Ruskin dismisses Collins’s novel as “lower fictitious literature,” or 
“literature of the Prison-house” (276, 278). Vulgar fiction of the nineteenth century featured 
plots filled with diseased bodies, which Ruskin claims are the products of depraved genres like 
sensation fiction. Ruskin further links the deformed bodies featured in inferior literature to 
morally and physically defective authors, who possess “modern infidel imagination[s]” (281). As 
Stoddard Holmes remarks, Fiction Fair and Foul locates writers, characters, and readers within 
one web of physical, mental, and moral disease, which is arguably a scheme authorized by the 
fluidity of Victorian medical theories of disease and heredity (“Bolder” 84). Ruskin finds that 
Poor Miss Finch is the creation of an unhealthy imagination. As an example of Collins’s faulty 
and ailing mind, Ruskin particularly focuses on one of the last scenes in Poor Miss Finch, where 
Oscar’s brother, Nugent, is discovered dead in the Arctic, initially found frozen at a desk, 
recording his ship’s log: “There the hand that held the pen had dropped into the writer’s lap. The 
left hand still lay on the table” (Collins 426). Ruskin misreads the scene to mean that Nugent’s 
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frozen hands literally fell off his wrists, and suggests that an illness of the brain suffered by 
Collins is the source of such a grotesque scene:  
The reader who cares to seek it may easily find medical evidence of the physical effects 
of certain states of brain disease in producing [such] images of truncated and Hermes-like 
deformity, complicated with grossness. (278) 
Ultimately, the critical responses to Poor Miss Finch indicate a general discomfort with diseased 
and disabled bodies during the nineteenth century. More specifically, the reviews examined 
suggest how critics and broader Victorian society were distressed about stories that place 
“different” bodies in sexual and reproductive situations rather than reaffirm their accepted 
position as outside of the normative domains of marriage and motherhood (Stoddard Holmes, 
“Bolder” 85). Stoddard Holmes and Heidi Logan stress the “extreme (and ongoing) unusualness” 
of Lucilla’s trajectory of falling in love, marrying, and bearing children – “without first being 
‘cured’” (Logan 97; Stoddard Holmes, “Bolder” 60). Because Victorian and modern texts are 
“remarkably alike” (Kent 93) in their portrayals of disabled femininity, we might ask ourselves 
whether or not we may still feel uncomfortable with disabled women’s sexuality.  
 In Poor Miss Finch, Collins concludes his exploration of disabled women’s sexuality as 
the author goes from arguing for the sexual and reproductive rights of disabled women to 
achieving their self-actualization (Logan 89). Collins deviates from the formulaic depiction of 
disabled women as sexless beings as he describes Lucilla as a passionate woman who insists that 
her blindness equips her with a greater capacity to feel than the “poor useless people who could 
only see!” (Collins 89). In the dark, unaware of and thus free from the judgmental stares of 
Victorian society, Lucilla feels and expresses her desires at liberty. Her immodest declaration of 
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love for a fellow disabled body results in her becoming both a wife and mother. Collins’s casting 
of a blind woman into traditional female roles stimulated Victorian anxieties about the 
uncertainty of the genesis and transmission of impairment. Although Collins dismisses such fears 
by choosing not to sensationalize Lucilla’s body, his contemporaries were not willing to accept 
such a progressive depiction of a disabled woman and continued to privilege the ideal 
‘passionless’ femininity that was supposed to characterize all women during the nineteenth 
century. Through his depiction of an actively desiring blind heroine, Collins manages to 
demonstrate how both disabled and nondisabled women are limited and constrained by notions 
of sexless femininity. The ‘passions of a woman’ that are silenced and suppressed by her able-
bodied sisters are expressed and satisfied by Lucilla, a sexually emboldened woman. Ultimately, 
in Poor Miss Finch, Collins suggests that perhaps one can be “bolder … in the dark than in the 
light” (59). 
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Conclusion  
 
Wilkie Collins’s portrayal of disabled womanhood reconfigures traditional readings of 
both disabled and non-disabled women, revealing that neither inhabit Victorian society’s 
standard of female perfection. Ideals of womanhood during the nineteenth century dictated that 
women who are ‘abnormal’ in mind and body do not qualify for conventional heterosexual 
relationships, and, therefore, should not possess or pursue feelings of desire or romance. 
However, ‘normal’ women, with no bodily or psychological impairments, were also prohibited 
from claiming sexual subjectivities, and instead were conditioned to suppress and deny their 
‘passions.’ In Hide and Seek, The Moonstone, and Poor Miss Finch, Collins refutes the asexual 
status of women during the Victorian era when he allows the fictional disabled female characters 
of these novels to express what women of the real world are taught to keep silent. When 
Madonna, Rosanna, and Lucilla assert their sexualities, they complicate the traditional cultural 
opposition between disabled women and non-disabled women by proving that all women as 
human beings are capable of experiencing the emotions of love and desire. Collins was 
progressive during his own time for demonstrating that disability and sexuality are compatible. 
However, as his novels remain some of the only literary works to portray disabled women in 
romantic narratives, one could argue that Collins’s works are as innovative today as they were 
when he first published them. To conclude my examination of Collins’s depiction of disabled 
femininity, I would like to explore how Victorian perceptions about disability still influence the 
modern imagination. Moreover, I wish to demonstrate why Collins’s intention to challenge the 
association between disability and asexuality in Victorian culture is still a relevant aspiration in 
our contemporary society.  
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 The modern world perceives the sexuality of disabled people in similar terms as the 
Victorians. Disability rights activist Anne Finger claims that “Sexuality is often the source of our 
deepest pain. It [is] easier for us to talk about and formulate strategies for changing 
discrimination in employment, education, and housing than to talk about our exclusion from 
sexuality and reproduction” (qtd. in Henley). Similar to the Victorians, today’s society considers 
people with disabilities as incapable of having sexual needs and desires. Disabled people are still 
considered asexual beings, most likely for the same reasons that existed during the nineteenth 
century. Often infantilized and seen as innocent, people with disabilities continue to face the 
ableist assumption that their impaired bodies prevent them from having sexual lives. Kirsten 
Schultz, a 29-year-old woman with a disability who is also a sexuality educator and writer, 
argues that society does not “talk about sex enough from a pleasure-based perspective. So much 
is focused on fertility and reproduction – and that [is] not always something abled people think 
disabled people should or can do” (qtd. in Henley). Even though many people with disabilities 
today are sexually active and demand the right to be seen as sexual citizens, the idea that 
sexuality and disability do not intersect remains as ingrained in the popular imagination as it was 
in the mindsets of the Victorians.    
Disabled people still confront a number of social prejudices while navigating the world of 
love, dating and relationships. When it comes to people with disabilities in general, the phrase 
‘beggars can’t be choosers’ is often used to describe how disabled people are devalued in the 
heterosexual economy. In her article, “Why Should Disability Spell the End of Romance,” Nidhi 
Goyal claims that while it is not uncommon for men with disabilities to find nondisabled wives, 
disabled women are more likely to be told “they should feel lucky if they get” or attract “anyone 
at all” (Goyal). Goyal goes on to write that in patriarchal societies, where women are considered 
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secondary to men, “women with disabilities are seen as existing on the lowest rung – or on the 
cheapest shelf – of the marriage market” (Goyal). As a visually impaired woman, Goyal has 
faced the challenges women with disabilities often experience while participating in the world of 
dating. At twenty years old, she remembers recognizing that she was “rarely seen as potential 
candidate for a relationship, or even a date” (Goyal). Because disabled women continue to be de-
sexualized, they are not seen as ‘eligible’ to cultivate or maintain romantic relationships. Goyal 
argues that being considered ‘unmarriageable’ can lead women with disabilities to feel as though 
they do not count as ‘women’ at all (Goyal). The standard of womanhood today and the 
Victorian ideal of femininity are similar to one another as both are defined by the normative gaze 
that perpetuates the idea that only individuals who can fulfill the roles of wife and mother can 
truly be considered ‘womanly.’  
 The normative gaze continues to advance its message about the incapacity of disabled 
bodies to engage in romantic relationships or be properly gendered through its portrayal of 
disability in the media. Whether in film, television, or literature, people with disabilities still 
occupy a relatively ‘invisible’ space. Despite accounting for fifteen percent of the world’s 
population, disabled people are rarely portrayed in popular culture and when they are, they are 
described in much the same way as they were during the nineteenth century: “as inherently 
pitiable, powerless, [and] defeated” (“World Report”; Ryan). Marian Ryan, a writer and editor 
with a physical disability, claims that in literature, the default body is characterized by its 
‘omnicompetence’ or “unremarkable … capacity for untroubled function” (Ryan). Characters 
with disabilities occupy few romantic plots and are almost never portrayed as engaging in sexual 
relations. More specifically, as Ryan adds, “women with disabilities barely seem to exist in 
fiction,” and thus, by extension, rarely get to play heroines (Ryan). Harmful tropes used to 
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describe disability in Victorian literature persist in contemporary fiction and continue to 
negatively affect not only the view that the general public has of disability but also the 
perception people with disabilities have of themselves. Goyal argues that disabled people tend to 
internalize the damaging message of ‘not being good enough’ that the media often communicates 
about their lived experience (Goyal).  While there are some people with disabilities who 
subscribe to the media’s portrayal of bodily impairment as miserable and ‘sexless’, there are 
many other disabled people who reject such messages and work hard to redefine society’s 
understanding of the disabled body.  
 Just like Wilkie Collins, many disability rights activists today recognize the importance 
of depicting disability in literature. Both disabled and non-disabled writers and artists are 
encouraging and creating the representations that people with disabilities deserve (Ryan). Ryan 
explains the importance of disabled literary characters, arguing that these characters provide 
“role models” or “mentors of a kind” (Ryan) not just to people with disabilities but to the able-
bodied who misunderstand what living with a disability is really like. Searching for more 
realistic depictions of people like herself, Ryan wants to one day find a book that portrays 
“women simply living their lives while disabled” (Ryan). Just as Collins intended with his own 
representations of disability, authors who wish to provide accurate depictions of men and women 
with disabilities should demonstrate the similarities between disabled people and their able-
bodied counterparts, emphasizing how both possess the same interior qualities that make them all 
human. Realistic representations of people with disabilities should challenge the ableist image of 
the disabled body as pitiable and ‘desireless,’ so that they educate society to understand that just 
because someone has a disability does not mean they do not have “the same hormones and 
sexual desires as other individuals” (Henley). Letting a disabled man or woman play the role of 
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hero or heroine in romantic novels would normalize the idea that love and sex are not only 
reserved for the able-bodied. 
Just because they are still absent from romantic plots due to culture’s persistent de-
sexualization of their bodies does not mean women with disabilities have stopped fighting to be 
recognized as sexual beings. An important part of claiming sexual subjectivity for women with 
disabilities is recognizing that while disability may impact sexuality in terms of what a person 
can and cannot do, sexuality has nothing to do with one’s disability. As Schultz argues: “Like 
anyone of any ability, we hit every spot on the spectrum from straight to gay, cis to trans, sexual 
to asexual, romantic to aromantic, and more” (qtd. in Henley). Literature today barely registers 
disabled women, but almost never features queer women with disabilities or women of color 
with disabilities, or non-binary or trans women with disabilities. Nicola Griffiths writes that in 
fiction, “You only seem to be allowed one degree from the norm, so if “the norm is straight 
white rich boys, then you can be a woman, you can be queer, you can be crippled, but you 
can[not] be all those things” (qtd. in Ryan). If literature accurately portrayed the diversity of 
humanity when it comes to ability, sexuality and gender, then perhaps our modern world would 
cease to subscribe to many of the oppressive norms that dictated the lives of the Victorians.  
When it comes to capturing the diversity of disabled people’s lives, it is important to 
recognize how people with disabilities continue to challenge normative expectations. While they 
are not often portrayed as doing so in literature, women with disabilities, like Collins’s disabled 
heroines, defy conventional expectations for women’s bodies. Despite being told that she is ‘not 
good enough’ for a romantic relationship by mainstream society, Goyal reminds herself as well 
as fellow disabled women that ‘they are no beggars’ because their value is based on more than 
their bodies (Goyal). Goyal realizes through her own experience that she brings more to a 
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relationship than her disability. Rather, she brings her personality, her quirks, and her stories – 
and recognizes that all these things “are a lot more important” (Goyal) than the state of her body. 
Because many women today feel pressured to adhere to the standard of modern femininity, 
which places so much emphasis on beauty and physical attractiveness, recognizing that a 
woman’s worth is not dependent on her body is empowering. As Collins demonstrated in his 
novels, it can be liberating to not fit the mold, and when people with disabilities come to redefine 
what is ‘sexy’ by arguing that attraction should not just be based on someone’s physical 
appearance, they are liberating not only themselves but everyone who is subjected to rigid bodily 
norms. Contemporary literature that portrays women with disabilities should not only serve to 
empower disabled women but people of any ability that feel oppressed because their bodies or 
minds do not adhere to society’s standards of normativity or perfection.  
 Ultimately, disabled women’s sexualities remain as invisible and silent as they were 
during the nineteenth century because authors of today neglect to portray them properly, if at all. 
Due to the fact that society refuses to tell stories of ‘women simply living their lives while 
disabled’, the disabled female body continues to be seen as ‘passionless’. Therefore, Collins’s 
representations of desiring women with disabilities remain as important to our society as they 
were to his own. Denise Beckwith, a disability consultant, writes that the “power of stories is 
everything, because without stories being told things remain silent” (“‘Without Stories’”). 
Collins is one of the first and only authors to break the silence around disabled women’s 
sexuality and continues to provide an example to modern authors of why and how they should 
depict women with disabilities as sexual beings. To make society and its understanding of 
sexuality more inclusive, we need more realistic portrayals of women with disabilities engaging 
in romantic relationships and depicted as just as desirable and desiring as women without 
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impairments. Collins normalized disabled women’s sexuality by demonstrating how similar 
women with disabilities are to nondisabled women. Madonna, Rosanna, and Lucilla, like 
‘normal’ Victorian heroines, long to love and be loved back. The same can be said of any 
disabled woman, nondisabled woman, or human being in general, today, regardless of their 
ability, gender, sexuality, or age. Literature should describe the universality of love and continue 
voicing the desires of women with disabilities in order to challenge the asexual status that is still 
applied to disabled people in our modern world.   
 Since they endure as some of the only disabled women in literature to possess sexual 
subjectivities, Colllins’s female characters with disabilities are still influential role models to 
both disabled and nondisabled women. Madonna, Rosanna, and Lucilla teach women with 
disabilities that their impairments should not affect their love lives. Through his representation of 
disabled womanhood, Collins demonstrates that the emotions of love and passion transcend the 
corporeal form, and that people with varying sets of abilities have every right to feel and express 
feelings of affection. However, Collins did not just write to show that disabled women are 
capable of sexual emotions. Rather, he describes the ‘passions of all women’ in his novels during 
a time when female sexuality was heavily suppressed and silenced. Hide and Seek, The 
Moonstone, and Poor Miss Finch all feature female characters who are not afraid to exhibit or 
communicate sexual desire. In our society, where double standards regarding male sexuality still 
exist, women today, just like their Victorian ancestors, can read about Madonna, Rosanna, and 
Lucilla and be inspired to claim and express their sexualities. Collins’s disabled heroines can be 
considered just as progressive today as they were during the century they lived in because they 
continue to claim the right for all women to be considered sexual citizens.  
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 We need to continue Collins’s mission of challenging the asexual status of disabled 
women in the popular imagination. Through literature, Collins imagined a more inclusive world 
where gender and ability have nothing to do with sexuality. In his novels, he re-reads the 
disabled female body not as void of passion but as extremely ‘passionate’ and, in doing so, defies 
the normative gaze that characterizes not only women with disabilities but their nondisabled 
sisters as ‘desireless’. Despite their impairments and their sexes, they feel, write, and speak 
assertively of desire, and demonstrate that the lines between able and disabled, normal and 
abnormal are blurrier and a lot less defined than the Victorians or our society would like to 
believe. Internal feelings, such as love and passion, transcend notions of ability or disability, and 
demonstrate the continuity of humanity. By overcoming negative interpretations of bodily 
difference, which is what truly disables the impaired body, we can finally make Collins’s vision 
of a more inclusive and empathetic world a reality. 
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